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Report on POlypioes Investietion at Belliveau's CoveR Nova Sootia. 1946-1949.

Fisheries Researoh Board,
Atlantio Biologioal Station,
St. Andrews, N.B.

I.~:

A) 1949 problem as presented to the author and the attitude taken in the
report.l ,

The potential threat to olam stooks presented by snails of the genus
Polynioes (~ Lunatia) was first realized by investigators, along
the Atlantio Amerioan seaboard, who attempted oontrol by manual oolleotion

~~p~~~a:~ll~~~~~l:nS:~l~;st~:~i~~l~;i(~W::e:~~~);~a:eS:OkSin the
Maritimes, it was deoided that a general investigation, aimed at effeotive
~ oontrol, should be investigated. The task of surveying the
Atlantio speoies of snail and assessing the value of meohanioal oontrol
measures by manual oolleotion of both adult and egg collar was under
taken by the Atlantio Biological Station of the Fisheries Researoh Board
and direoted by Dr. J. C. Medoof of St. Andrew's, New Brunswiok.

After a ori tioal examination of the affeoted areal\" iX\. the Maritime
Provinoes Dr. J. C. Medoof, in the summer of 1945, sele'cte<i Belliveau
Cove, Nova Scotia, as a desirable looation for the investigation. This
ohoice was based on the abundance of the snail and on the once plentiful
clam stocks there, suggesting a well balanoed population of predator and
prey and thus offering optimal oonditions for general observation of the
oookle's life histol'1, its relation to the olam, and the feasibility of
control.

Field work at Belliveau Cove was conunenoed in May, 1946, by R. H.
Stinson, a seasonal field assistant, and was oontinued during the summers
of 1947, 1948 and 1949 by J. M. Wheatley, A. Larocque and the author
respeotively; further studies were undertaken by Miss F. Baeristo, in
1949, and L. Thurber, 1949, at St. Andrew's. Prior to 1949 all possible
aspeots of the problem were oonsidered, from life history, morphology,
habits and flat eoolO'gy to oontrol. At the initiation of the 1949
season the author was requested to approach the summer's work with the
aim of olosing the investigation I the scope of the work was thus limited
to checking, enlarging and oonoluding previously oonunenoed aspeots rather

1. This report is based on data oompiled frem the annual reports of six
field assistants. Tables and observations submitted herein have
been credited to the original investigators. To avoid unneoessary
repetition some minor aspeots whioh were not oonsidered pertinent
were negleoted in this oomprahensive review of the Polynioes problem.
The saleotion of data and lIBnner of reviewing it was left entirely
to the disoretion of the writer; if further details are desired
see the original manusoripts.



than developing new ones. Consequently in this report the author attempts
to coordinate and draw tentative conclusions from the data compiled by the
past five field workers. In order to achieve this a fair measure of
liberty has been taken in suggesting and deducing possible conclusions
from inadequate experimentation in the sincere hope of coordinating the
IIBIlY aspects treated and stimulating further investigation to prove or
disprove some of the more theoretical interpretations i these speculations
may eventually prove to be of practical importance in the more immediate
field of control.

El) PolYD.ices in Canadian waters - Historical.

The first recorded observation of PolY.llices in Canadian waters was
IIBde by Champlain (1604) in the Bay of Fundy region at the present site of
Weymouth harbour, in St. Mary Bay, Ii.S. He described the local marine
fauna as including: "Many shellfish such as mussles, cockles and sea
snails." The latter were considered by Ganong (1889) to be tJie large whelk,
~~andPo1Y.llices~.

Ganong (1889) recorded the tidal distribution of P. heros from low
water to 40 fathoms. Melville (1930) corroborated his~tionbut
limited the distribution to 17 fathoms, while Pratt (1927) reported the
recovery of specimens from a depth of 238 fathoms.

0) Belliveau Cove - geographical location and general description of locality.

Belliveau Cove is situated some 24 miles southwest of Digby, N.S.,
on the Digby-to-Yarmouth highway, on St. Mary Bay. St. Mary Bay is
bounded to the northeast by the Acadian shore and to the southwest by the
Digby Neck peninsula, Brier and Long Islands, these lying appro:dllBtely
5 miles across the Bay from Belliveau Cove.

The cadian shore is typified by an undulating coast dropping steeply
to the sea. Belliveau Cove is situated in a depressed area between the
relatively high ground of St. Barnard to the northeast and Church Point to
the southwest. The Cove proper is approxillBtely one mile long, taken from
the promontory separating it from White's Cove to Mayor's Point, and about
half a mile deep.

D) General review of Polxn1ces investigations undertaken by the tlantic
Biological Station.

10 the initiation of the investigation in 1946, very little-was known
about representatives of the genus Polrnices found in Canadian waters, in
spite of the fact that control measures had already been attempted in
American waters. The task of identifying the local species and inves
tigating such problems as reproduction, identification of egg collars,
embryology, larval development and description, adult growth, feeding
habits, and the possible role of predators and parasites in the snail's
life history was cOllllllenced by R. H. Stinson in 1946. His work was
continued in the sullDller of 1947 by J. M. Wheatley, who, in addition,



commenced a study of the whelks population and distribution on the fiats
in connection with an attempt to estimate the value of mechanical control
by collection of the adult snail.

During the 1948 iseason A. Larocque at Belliveau Cove inaugurated a'
large scale control by egg collar collection, a method suggested by the
encouraging results obtained in smaller areas by flheatley (1947).
Further work on sexual dimorphism and on the feeding habits of the snail
was undertaken by 1Iiss F. Baeristo, at St. Andrew's, N.H.-

In 1949 L. Thurber, operating from St. Andrew's, performed a series
of very satisfactory experiments at Holt's Point, N.H. on the value of
control by collection of the adult snail, and the effect of thus clearing
areas for clam relaying. MeanWhile at Belliveau Cove the author attempted
to complete and check the various phases of the investigation commenced
by his predecessors, and to assess results of Larocque's attempted control
by collar collection; this latter unfortunately proved to be of little
value owing to the poor selection of the area and the inadequacy of basic
data collected in 1948 for comparison with that available in 1949. Because
of this insufficiency it was impossible to draw any definite conclusion
from the 1948 control work and a second trial was necessery in 1949;
the effects of this will have to be assessed in 1950.

E) Local views on the clam-Pol:ynices relationship.

Clams were once abundant on Belliveau Cove flats but have been
scarce for the past several years. According to the reports of the local
inhabitants similar reports come from other localities along this shore 
Gilbert Cove for instance.

The older people of Belliveau Cove recollect with nostalgia the
by-gone days of wooden ships and productive fisheries. Prior to 1930
Balliveau Cove supported a prosperous clam industry; the distribution of
~ was universal on the flats and large clams of excellent quality were
abundant. The villagers relate that it was then possible for a single
digger to secure one to one and one-half barrels of high grade clams
during the period of one tide, whereas today three buckets per tide is
considered a good yield and these clams are reported to be of low gL"ade
comJ8red to those of the past.

Today the clams are almost strictly limited in their distribution
to three areas on the fiat (see Fig. 1 ), the best clamming being on
the high sandy so11 situated around pier Number 2; the seaward limit of
the clam population is defined by a line running approximately 600 to

, 900 feet off-shore. ,This present limit represents a f\ll'ther reduction
of the population and distribution observed by Stinson in 1946.

The 1949 Size-frequency distribution of the clam population had a
IIlOde at 56 mm. (i ,e. 1-1 inches), in terme of length; specimens under
42 mm. were relatively scarce, and living spat of the 1948 class were
practically non-existent. However, numerous EIIIpty shells, ranging
from the large three inch to the small spat size, were found on the flat
and at the high water line, thus attesting to a past abundance, and
current yearly depositions of spat, and emphasizing the high seasonal
mortality of the latter.



The present distribution of the clam, its localized survival, and the
high spat mortality are very closely related to and dependent upon the
distribution of the snail. t present, as in the past, the two species of
Polynices found at Belliveau Cove have a differential, but fixed,
distribution on the flat: that of the larger whelk, P. heros commences
at 1300 feet from high water, while the smaller p. triseriata is located
mainly from high water to 1500 feet off' shore. They also show a differ
ential burrowing ability, which is approximtely directly proportional
to their size. This ability has determined the present distribution
of the clem, for in areas populated by the large but relatively scarce
~ the stock of Mya arenaria has heen completely exhausted, whereas
the presellt clam population is located in the region inhabited by the
plentiful, but sllBller, p. triseriata, Unless depleted by man they will
probably remain, but the establishment of new clam stocks are inhibited
by the heavy annual destruction of the newly settled spat.

In addition to soft shell clams the flats formerly supported extensive
beds of mussels, Mytilus edulis (used locally as fertilizer) and heavy
populations of bar clams, Mectra solidissima (used locally for food).
Today these stocks .. too. are practi cally extinct and although some digging
for bar clams still goes on, the stock is sufficient to support only
domestic consumption and bar clams are considered a luxury. The present
impartance of these two genera (~and~) in flat ecology is
that they are a source of food for the snail. and are found mainly in
areas devoid of~ so that together with~ they permit the snail to
occupy the whole beach. Further details of this relation will be discussed
later in the sections considering snail feeding habits and clam relays.

After discussing this problem with the local clam diggers and the
Atlantic Biological Station's Staff, it is felt that regardless of whet
agents keep the present stock low now, the decrement of clem stocks cannot
be attributed either entirely or to the extent previously suggested, to
Polynices. The question of what instigated the apparently sudden increase
of the snail population still demands satisfaction.

The fishermen of this area have often emphasized that the decline of
profitable clamming and in many localities of good fishing too, followed the
complete destruction of eel gress(~~ in 1930-32 by a blight
disease which swept the Atlantic seaboard from Cape Hatteras to labrador.
The consensus of opinion along the shore is that those flats which
supported a heavy Zostera growth were the ones of high clam productivity.
The Acadians, who Iii"t'ii'Elpast used the whelk~ extensively as fOOd,
relate that the snail was IIlOst commonly found in areas devoid of eel gress.
This observation agrees with that of the old clam-diggers who recollect
seeing neither the snail nor its collar as freq'lently in the past as th'ey
do today, This circumstance may result from.limited observations by the
whelk-seeker who in the past probably concentrated on the bare areas of the
flat and ignored those'thickly overgrown by~,

It may be that Zostera has no effect, either direct or indirect, on
the clam or snail, but there is little doubt in the author's mind that a
very vital relation does exist between the clam and its environs through
the medium of soil composition and stability, This relationship will
have to be investigated and clearly understood before clam relays can
become a commercial reality and before we can say that Zostera is or is
not significantly concerned in.M:m,-Polynices relationsh~



II. Belliveau Cove Flats.

A) Flora and fauna GIn the flats.

The local flat flora is considerable. It is composed mainly of
green, brown and red algae. The brown alga Ectocarpus and the green
alga EnterolllDrpha are particularly abundant, and are conspicuous owmg
to their association with the egg collar of the snail; they will be
discussed at length in the section on natural enemies in the life history
of the snail.

Eel grass (~marina),which was observed rarely and in a
diseased condition by Stinson, appears to have increased and to be
increasing in luxuriance and extent of its distribution. Extensive beds
of Zostera are now to be found from the northeast end of the Cove to the
sea~ations of series I, i.e Stations 5,6 & H and surrounding Series III,
i.e.'Stations C,D,E,F & G. The distributiOn' of the grase is restricted to a
:loose clay sUblltratum;-thla-re:1atiolJ:"held true tllroughout· the 'summer when the
appearance of Zostera' in a new location on the flat was always preceded by a
'change tn,flat""OOiiiPOSitiob. from packed sandll"bo loose muddy sOil, a condition
which" usQally fOllowed periods o-r rough.water.

The northeast end of the Cove is bounded by a rocky promontory where
dense beds of rock weed (Fucus) are prevalent.

The littoral invertebrate fauna in this area was varied and plentiful.
Cursory observations of local fauna apart from Polynices Mactra,~ and
the mussels~and~, showed the presence of the bivalve~
and Gastropods such as~~and~. The latter was by
far the most prevalent form of life on the flat ••Pereis was a cODlllOn
representative of the Polychaeta errantia, andt~tape~
was particularly abundant.

In the beach wrack shells of'~and Chrysodemus were not
uncommon. Crustaceans in the form of Amphipods and Isopods were abundant,
phosphorescent specimens of the former being numerous in ugust.

Crabs and Asteroideans were poorly represent ed throughout the
season, but the July spring tides brought inshore masses of the jellyfish
Aurelia. Exoeedingly large numbers of small specimens of Littorina and
tiieii'Iiioflagellate Cerantium were recovered from plankton drags using a
No. 18 net. (See Fig. I - show in distribution of ~,~ and
~andF1g.2fordistributionof~.)

B) Position of Stations - bearings and surveyed distances.

At the commencement of the Polynices investigation at Belliveau
Cove in 1946 Stinson established a series of seven stations in the north
east half of the flat extending fran the high water line to 1,970 feet
offshore. These have been referred to as Series I (Ser. I). Their



position allowed for a comparative atudy of anail distribution on the
varioue levels of the flat.

In 1947 Wheatley renewed Series I and in addition, for evaluating
control by manual collection of the adult snail, established areas 'I'
and 'R' (50 b,. 50 feet each) approxillRtely 500 feet offshore.

Larocque, in 1948, used stations 1 to 6 of Series I, areas 'I' aDd
'R', and laid out six stations on the southwest helf of the- .Oove extending
from high water to 1500 feet seaward, so forming Series II (S.II).

In June, 1949, the author renewed Series I and II, and established
Series III (S.III), comprised of six stations passillg from 600 feet to
1700 feet offsoore, and Stations A, 13, I, J, X, and Z. Stations 13 and X
are situated in a weir, standing approximately in the middle of the
investigational area at the 1500 foot level. (For the exact location of
and distances relating these statioM to fixed reference marks see
Tables I, 2, 3, 4, 5, and Figs. 3, and 4.) •

The reference marks were guide stakes erected along the shore line
above high water IIBrk at the end of the season to facilitate re-establish
ment of stations for future work. A diagramatic representation of the
evolution of these stations established by the reSpective f1 eld workers
is given in Fig. 5.

When the question of renewed control by eeg collar collection arose
in 1949, a cursory examination of the flat in terms of snail population
indicated that the only area in the Cove showing comparatively STen
distribution was located east of the line running from the shore to the
weir (331 degrees magnetiaJ and limited in this direction by a fresh
water drain emerging at low tide from the harbour proper. It is a strip
approximately 1000 feet wide, extending from high to low water. This zone
contains series I (S. I.) and was further subdivided on its longitUdinal
axis by the establishment of series III (S. III). With the division of
this area by the two series of stations, the half containing S. I. was
controlled by manual collection of the egg collar, while the half
containing S. III. remained as a non control area for comparison with
data collected from the oontrol area. (For further details of this
selection see discussion of snail population and egg collar control).

Tables I, 2.., 3_, 4, and 5 record data necessary for the exact
location of the aforementioned stations in terms of surveyed distances
and magnetic compass bearings on the guide stakes of each area, and
Figures 3 and 4 which are scale drawings show these relationships
graphically.

Series I contains observation.areas No.1 to No.6; Series II areas
No. 7 to No. 12. All these and Station 13 in the weir lIIOuth, are fifty
foot-square plots staked out on the flat. They are used both for egg
collar and snail population counts and are represented on the charts as
black squares. The stations of Series III and Stations ,H, I, J, and Z,
marked by a single stake, were used exclusivel,. for population counts and
are represented on the charts as black circular areas.

Series I and III are in a region of higher elevation than Series II,



so that the ebb tide uncovers the stations on the eastern mlf of the Cove
before it recedes from the corresponding ones on the western half. To
obtain inforllRtion about this relationship the waterline at dead low tide
for Neap and Spring flood was surveyed. The low water mark of' a Neap
tide 6.8 above datum (August 17,1949, A.M. tide) crossed Series III
and I at the height of Stations D and 5 reBpectively~ thiB being
apilroxillRtely 1100 feet from high water mark; the Bame tide was noted to
CroBB Series II on the weBtern Bide of the Cove at Station 9, 900 feet
offBhore. Similar measurementB of a low Spring tide 0.6 above datum
(August 26, 1949. P.M. tide) showed a maximum diBtance of 2800 feet from
high water. meaBured along SerieB I (i.e. 1100 feet frCllll Station H on a
321 degree magnetic bearing). and of 2400 feet measured along Series II
(i.e. 900 feet from Station 12 on a 327 degree magnetic reading).

The eBtabliBhment of the stations taken either individually or aB
series was proportional to the demandB of the investigator' B program. The
pOBition of these areas on the flat permitted a comprehensive study of
snail population as related to its intertidal distributicm, while the
exiBtence of the three BerieB diViding the Cove on its eaBt-west axiB
provided for accurate obBervation of the species' diBtribution along thiB
cCllllponent.

0) Flat composition.

A description of flat composition in terms of so11 structure was
deemed important when thiB was noted to coincide with certain aspeots
of the distribution of the Bnail and clam and the position of the ZOBtera
beds. --

On the basiB of flat composition the Cove iB divided into three main
zones whose boundaries run north and south. The first of these. extending
from the freBh water outlet to approxillRtely 100 feet west of SerieB II.
gradeB from a high. compact. sandy flat inBhore to a low, loose, mud and ,
sand compoBition offshore. The next zone, containing Series I. extendB
westward from zone I to the limit of the 1949 control area, iB lIRinly
compoBed throughout of mud and sand, but of a compact and stable nature.
The third zone, continuing westward beyond zone 2 inclUding Series II.
was for the greater part of the 1949 Beason of a loose, waterlogged,
Bandy composition throughout. making it 'plastic' and unstable, but at the
end of the sUlllller after periodB of rough water aoquired a Buperficial layer
of mud. (The flat charaoteristicB at each of the Beveral stations are
sUIIII\Brized in Table 6.)

Within the three zones there are amall areaB which differ markedly in
oomposition from the surrounding flat and seem to be characterized by
abnormal Bnail population densities. One BUch area of'diBcord is inside
the weir. which though surrounded by a compact, dry, sandy flat, is muddy
and ccmBtantly submerged. Owing to thiB variation three stations were
establiBhed, the firBt (St. 13) along the weir "leader". the seccmd
(St. Z) in the weir mouth, and the third in the weir proper. Data
colleoted from these stations showed that although they were only 50 feet
apart there was a DBrked difference in Bnail population and collar
production. (See Table 6, page 11.)



It is not suggested that the factor of nat composition in itself has
caused the variations noted above, but that this in addition to
other factors, such as food and temperature, has contributed to the
abnornal populations found in the weir and at Station Z. (For
further discussion see sections on population am collar production.)

~. Compass bearings (magnetic) of stations and boundaries
pertinent to the investigation from fixed reference marks

on the shoreline at high water mark. (See Fig. 4.)

Reference stake from App. distance ot
which bearings were reference stake
taken from; along shore line
proceeding E-W. from Pier 3(teet)

Bearing
degree
(magnetic)

Bearing Stations or
taken on. boundaries

indicated by
this bearing.

I. Series St. B,C,D,E.
III F &: G.

II. St. 1,2,3,4,
5,6 &: H.

III. St. A. St. A & relay
plots 1,2,3.

IV. The axis Westward
of the limit of the
weir 1949 control
leader

T. Weir Westward
mouth lilll1tot

1948 control
area.

VI. Series St. 7,8.9.10,
II 11 & 12.



~. Bearings and surveyed distances taken f'rom smre rel'erence
stakes to the stations 01' Series I, II &, III. (See Fig.4)

n.

III.

Rel'erance stake Bearing
number. degree
(See Tab. 1 ) magnetic.

1.

Z
7
8
9

10
11
12

Distance f'rom
rel'erancestake
to each station.

300
600
900

1100
1300
1500
1700

150
300
600
900

1100
1300
1500

600
900

1100
1300
1500
1700

Distances between stations 01' S. I. and the corresponding
stations 01' S. III.

stations
S I

Distances
l'eet.

100
115
140
180
200
240



~. Location of stations not contained in the series. (See Fig.4.)

Bearing taken Bearing Distance
from station magnetic feet

I.

st. 13 is
along ths
weir leader
near the
weir mouth.

No ret.station Station X s in the
weir mouth proper.

TABLE 5. Surveyed distances from Pier II to points of intersection of
-- various North to South boundaries with an East to Vleet line
joining the Western corner of Pier II to Mayors Point (bearing of
joining line from Pier II to Mayors point 280·)

Distance
taken to.

Mayors Pt.
Series II

West. limit of
1949 control
Series I
Series III

Distance
feet.

3900
0025
1150

450
150



I
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~. Tabulated sketch of each station showing its characteristic flat composition.

Series stat. Mud Mud-3and Mud-3and Sand Sand Low High Zostera
loose loose compact loose Compact submer dry present

plastic ged

III. B, 11/111111 IIIII

C, IIIIIIIII 1/1111 IIIIIIII

D. IIIII1II IIIIII IIIIIIII
E, IIIIII IIIIII IIIIIIII

F, IIIIII IIIIII IIIIIIII

G, IIIIIIII IIIIII 1/111111

I. I, IIIIIIIII IIIIII

2. IIIIIIIII IIIIII

3, IIIIII 1/1111 V,Sparce

4. IIIIII IIIIII

5, 11/11111 IIIIII IIIIIIII

6. IIIIIII IIIIII 1111111/

H, IIIIII IIII

II, Z, IIIII IIIIII

7, IIIIIIII 11111/

8, 1/11//11 /11/1/

9, IIIIII 111/1 V,Sparce .1

10, /1111/ II/II V,Sparce

il, IIIIIII 1111/1

12, 111111/ 111/

Miscell.13, 111111/1 IIIII

x. 11/1/1111 IIIIIIII

A.. 111111111 /1111111

I. 11/1111/1 IIIIIIII

:J. 11/11111 II/III

Weir, II1II1I /1111/11 V.Sparee



D. Meteorology ~ Its role in the biology of Polrn1ces (as related to the
flats in particular.)

Wheatley, in 1947, suggested a possible relation between the moon
phese and the nightly emergence of the snail. In 1949 the author noted
thet the emergence was nocturnal and seemed to be governed by sudden
chenges in light. The fecundity of sexually mture snails was noted
to vary, and this variation appeared to be related to water and flat
temperatures though other physical factors should be considered and
aesessed.

Owing to the poesibility of meteorological factors baving some effect
on the biology of the snail it was decided to record air temperatures and
general water conditions, during the 1949 season. No such data were
collected by the past workers and thus limits the value of the 1949 records.
They my be use1'ul in any future comparison.

The summer of 1949 was exceedingly dry in this locality rain being
recorded only on 11 days throughout the period of June 13 to ugust 30.
The villagers claimed that it was an extremely hot sUllllller, though temper
IItures never surpassed 87' F. and the lowest recorded was 38' F. in the
shade.

Because sea water covers-the flats except at low tide and because the
snail burrows when the low tide occurs in daylight ·'hours. atDlOspheric
temperatures may be considered to bave little direct effect on the snail.
At low tide they determine the rate of dessication of the collars and the
high temperatures my kill the few adults that get stranded at high water
mark during the hottest hours of the day. Indirectly, however, atmospheric
conditions by effecting water and flat temperatures, are belieVed to
regulate: collar formation, incubation, crumbling and larval emergence
and actiVities of the adult such as feeding and possibly mting. Because
flat temperatures are regulated by tidal cycles it is reasonable to
expect thet these features of the snails activity will be related to tidal
cycles and tbBir interactions with meteDrological phenomena.

The important ecological factors, other then temperature, which atfect
the snails beheviour are light and water mvement and wind causing water
movement. Thus true meteollological phenomena as well as air temperatures
may be expected to affect the snail.

The currents of the Cove at high water, were of two types; the
bottom current was stable and unidirectional throughout the sUllllller, running
in a curved sweep from ~est to East; while the surface flow depended on the
direction of the prevailing wind.

Records of "flat" temperature were obtained from reading an
ordinary laboratory thermometer whose bulb was pushed to a depth ot (3")
into the substratum; air temperatures ware recorded from an ordinary
"Sixes-type" mximum and minimum thermometer held in a shaded, ventilated
wooden box 3 feet off the ground, recordings being taken in the evening
(6-8 p.m. A.S.T.) water temperatures were obtained with an ordinary



reversing centigrade thermometer. Theae recorda appear in Tablell 7-9;
in thelle the water and flat temperatures have been divided into .M. aDd
P.M. tide to give some appreciation of the differences encowrt.ered between
the hottest and coldest periods of the diurnal cycle. Thi. arrangement
a1mpl1fie. the table but tends to mask these differences. UDder the
heading of "time observation" the approximte time of the temperature
recording has been entered; reference to this will offset the dis
advantages previoualy mentioned. All water temperatures were taken at
high tide and all flat temperature. were recorded during the low tide,
approxiately at the period of dead water, air temperatures were taken
between 6-8 p.m. A.S.T ••
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29.5 16.7 900 17
~~26.7 13.3 1000 19

26.7 17.8 1100 20 1~
30 18.9 1100 20 17t
28.1 11.1 1400 18 164/5

..... 11 23.3 16.7 1400 17i 17
112 22.8 17.2 1500 16 16

13 24.5 12.2 1500 16 15
14 26.1 11.7 1600 17 16
15 23.8 7.8 1600 20 18
16 24.5 3.3 1700 20 17

17 20.3 11.1 1700 21 20 1200
18 29 15.6 1700 19 182/5

19 19.5 14.5 1900 17 16
20 18.9 12.8 19.30 17 16
21 22.3 15 900 14 1~

21.1 11.9 930 1~ 1~
23 23.9 16.2 1000 1~ 15ft-
24 20 13.4 1100 1~ 11
25 25.6 4.5 1200 llf 1 !'

26 22.9 13.9 1300 1~ 1~
27 27.8 13.4 1400

~~ ~~2B 26.2 17.2 1400

29 26.2 22.9 1500
5

30 24.5 15.6 1600 19 ~~
Average 24.8 Ii.3 16.816 ~917.1 17.1
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III. Local Speciea of Pol:rnicea

A) Pol:rn1cea a8 deacribed bz the literature.

Pol:rn1cea haa been referred to in ta:xonomy under the generic namea
of Lunatia~and~. BorradaUe and Potta (1938) clauiried
Natica aa belonging to order Proaobranchiata of the molluacen claaa
Ge:iitrOpoda, and to aub-order Monotocardia due to the pre.ence of one
auricle in the heart.

Arnold (1903) mentioned the family Naticidae and with regarda to
genua Mid: "There has beEll much contu-ion in the generic nomenclature
of this family". The old name Natica once did aervice for all the
apecie. then inclmed in~, or Lunatia,~ and Pol:rnices.
These were recognized sub-divisions of Natica but all were considered to
have only sub-generic, rather than the generic rank we now accredit to
some of them.

The genus Natica now comprehends those forms possessing a shelly

(=~::~sa~~ ;~;~;~jSa:o~:V:~~~;ec~~~e~:s~~:~~:b_g~~::i~fthe
genus Polzniees. --

Johnson (1934) lists 15 species of Pol:rnices for the tlantic Coast
of North America. Of these the following occur in Canadian waters:
P. nan. Moller (1842), P. heros, Say (1822). p. triseriata Say (1826),
P. p:roelandic/j,. Moller (1842), and P. illllllaculate. Totten (1835).

Johnsonarranged~and~insub-genus~.

Pratt (1927) arranged Polzniees in the following ta:xonomie scheme.

Class Gastropoda
Order Prosobranchiata

Sub order Pectinibranehiata
Division Taenioglossa

Sub division Platypeda
Family Naticidae

a) Genus Natica
b) Genus Po!yn1ces.

This scheme was based on the following taxonomic characteristics:

a) Presence of a distinct head possessing 1 or 2
pairs of tentacles, shell co11ed or lacking •••••• Class GIlSrROPODA

b) Mostly aequetie snails; etenidia anterior in
position, shell well developed ••••••••••••••0.'" Order FROSOBRANCHIATA

c) Gills monopect1nate 000000000000000000000000000000 Sub Order
PECTINIBRANCHlATA



d) Radula long and narrow, with central tooth, one pair
ot laterals, and two pairs ot marginal teeth •••••••••• Division

TAENIOOLOSSA

e) Foot with broad sole •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Sub Division
PLATYPODA

f) Aperture without siphonal canal, animal IIIl.rine, toot
when extended almost completely concealing the shell,
which appears to be embedded in it. Shell usually
globose, with a short spire, aperture round or lunar;
lip sharp, umbilicus open or closed by a callus; foot
very large and capable ot being swollen by the absorption
ot water and being retlected back over the shell so as to
alllDSt cover it. Tentacles small, lanceolate and wide
apart being united by 'a veil; eggs deposited in sand
collars ••• 0000 •••• 0 "0 •••••• 0 0 ••• ~ 0 ••• 00.00.00000 0 •••• 0 Family

NATICIDAE

g) Shell with about 5 whorls, smooth and regular, gray or
brown, eyes wanting; predacious animals, living in sand,
where they burrow after bivalves which they envelop
in their foot and penetrate by drilling a hole through
the shell with the radula.

aa) It they possess a "shelly operculum"
••••••••••• Genus NATICA

a'a') If they possess a "corneous operculum"
• • .. • • • .... Genus POLYNICES

Within the genus POlynices there has long been discord as to the
specific status of P. triseriata; Arnold stated of P. triseriata: "A
small shell ot exactly the same shape as p. heros,~ with
three rBTolving series ot light blue or c~colored spots. It is
pretty well determined that this so called species is only the young ot
P. heros! Eelding (1930) in mentioning P. triseriata stated that it was
"jiOS'SIbfy erroneously considered to be ~heros"while Gould and
Binner as tar back as 1870 described in detail~s and P. triseriata
considering these to be two distinct species. -- ---

Because ot our present extensive knowledge of behaviour and anatoll\V
there is now, no doubt that these snails represent two distinct species,
but it is understandable that P. triseriata should have been mistaken tor
the young P. heros by early authOrSwiiostwUed only the shells ot these
animals. --

B) Polnices - as described by the author for tield identitication.

Diagram illustrating terms and meaeurements taken in the following
discussion



~
sPireAlpex su\tureBOdY or last

I whorl
<=-----+!-----,-------i

I--Lip

----...",.,=-----1-+- Height
1- +--l'Iidth

Stinson (1946) in describing the snail states: "Arter studying
many specimens the writer cams to the conclusion that there were on
the nat two varieties or Polynices growing at difrerent rates, and
to dl:rrerent ultimate sizes. One was called "A" and the other "B".

The "A" corresponds closely to the description given by Gould
and Binney (1870) for p. triseriata and the "B" to the description
ror P. heros; but assignment or the animals to these species should
awai~carerul study by a systematist."

Wheatley (1947) confirmed and adopted Stinson's tentative
classification of the local species of snail.

1) Polznices triseriata. This is a comparatively small snail, its
shell height and width (taken as tile

greatest dimension from the apex to the basal lip of the aperture, and
as the greatest dimension at right angles to the height measurement)
were reported by Stinson not to exceed 30 by 22 mm. The largest specimen
round in 1949 at Belliveau Cove was 25 by 17 mm•• while Thurber recovered
rrom Holt's Point (New Brunswick) a sample measuring 29 by 24 mm. in
height and width respectively. The smallest adult snail observed in 1949
was 2 mm. in height and 3 mm. in shell width.



The shell in the younger stages varies in colour from a cream-yellow
to a blue-gray-. It is adorned with three rows of chestnut or dark blue
gray spots running spirally with the whorls.

In the older specimens these rows become unbroken bends and the shell
looses its glossy appearance assuming an ashy-white colour.

The first of these characteristic bands is thin and borders the
suture formed by the last whorl and the spire of the shell. The second
is the most conspicuous and uniform commencing at the middle of the
apertures lip and continues up the spire. The third CODll1lsnces on the lower
portion of the lip circumscribing the shell (the last whorl) once and
dlsappearing into the aperture dorso-laterally to the umbUicus. (See
previous diagram for bends 1, 2, 3.)

The identity of these bands is retained for 540 degrees of rotation
(1.1/2 whorls) from the aperture, on the spire they fuse and loose their
definition. They are very conspicuous when the shell is held against a
light and observed from the inside of the aperture.

In very young snails the shell Width exceeds the height, but this
relation is rapidly reversed with growth. The ratio of height/width
usually remains close to 1 (one), thus giving the shell a "globose"
appearance. Though all the specimens examined at Belliveau Cove were
characterized by a relatively low spire, Thurber collected at Holt's PoiIIt
(New Brunswick) samples with a high spire and conical shape whose
classification as p. triseriata would be very doubtful if based on shell
Shapeandnotont~fthetypicalbands.

Intypical~theumbilicusisdeepandnarrow.Tp.e

aperture is pear-shaped, being wide and oval below the umbilicus level and
tapering to an acute angle above it. The lip is smooth and thin with a
slight flaring and thickens below the umbilicus in older snails. Stinson
relates this thickening to the termination of growth.

The shell is dextral and composed of approximately 5 (five) whorls
forming a low convex spire.

The foot may be extended to twice the length of the shell and is of
a glossy white or pink colour tinted with light blue.

The mantle, anteriorly, and part of the post-podium foot may be
extended to cover the entire shell and operculum, this being pressed
against the posterior face (wall) of the fifth whorl.

The snail moves smoothly on its extended foot without any apparent
effort or movement of this organ; its two small lanceolate tentacles
are projected from the aperture and directed anteriorly.

When disturbed the whelk quickly contracts by expelling water from
its foot, then retracts the mantle and later the tentacles. Ji'1nally
the post-podium is drawn into the aperture and clo~es it by virtue of' the
attached corneous operculum, which hinges on the foot in line with the



umbilicus. In this response the toot proper does not undergo any change
in colour.

2) p. heros. This species grows to a tar larger size than P. triseriata.
-- The largest specimen collectedatBelliveauC~

80 mm. in height and 79 mm. in width. In this species the ratio at
height/width remains approximately 1 (one) at all stages tram the larval
to the very large adult. In young specimens (20 DUn.) the shell colour is
usuelly a light gre;y striped with darker lines and yellow tones giving it
an ash like tinge; the shell is not as highly polished as p. triseriata
and in older specimens the periostraoum develops a dirty gre;y ohelky
texture and otten serves as a holdtast tor elgas.

The inner wall of the shell as seen through the aperture is mttled
wi th purple tones and highly glossy, reminisoent in some speoimans at
tortoiseshell.

The last whorl is large and pronounced thus upsetting the symmetry
between the shell and the spire. Owing to the width of the last wblrl the
aperture, unlike P. triseriata is large and oval.

The lip in young specimens is thin, brittle and sharp. In older
shells it thickens and flares below the umbilious. The umbilious is deep
and flaring.

Like~ the shell is dextral, but composed at approximately
5.1/2 whorls forming a relatively small and oonvex spire. The toot oan be
extended until its length is three times the shell height and its width
twioe the shell height. The method of looomotion and other toot
oharaoteristios are similar to those of p. triseriata exoept in oolour.
In P. heros this is pink with a very fin~ulum, partioularly
not~elong the mergins of the extended foot. On contraction this
retiou1llr pigmentation seems to inorease and the toot appears almost
black. This oharaoteristio reaotion was suggested b;r Stinson as a
method of differentiating between the ho speoies in the field (See
Fig.2l}.

The operoulum of both speoies is oorneous, amber ooloured and
transluoent; its shape is oharaoteristio of the shell's aperture.
Arising from the operoular "nuoleus" ( See Fig. 5) and pessing to the
margin is a ridge which serves as point of insertion to the operoular
retraotors.

The separation of these speoies is simple and oertain it the
identifier has fresh, preferably living specimens and examines them for
the tollowing oharaoteristios:

1) Shapeofshell
2) Colour and markings on the shell
3) Size ot snail
4) Colour of retraoting foot



3. Sghemt'g snmpAr180n of the two species of Pg]yp1ges at
~

~

1) Shellshape

2) Umbilicus

3) Ultimate size

4) Lip character

5) Colour

Sottperts

1) Foot colour

2) Penis size

~

The shell is sub lobouse,
with a distinct spire.
The aperture is acute and
narrow towards the spire
and flears basally below
the umbilicus to have a
"tear" shap.li (See l!'1g. '1).

It is narrow.

Never found exceeding
25-30 mm.

The lip is blunt and thick
becoming thicker atter
reaching heights of 16 mm.
by mles and 24 mm. by
females.

Threstypicalbandsformed
by the fusion of many
small chestnut or blue-gray
spots. These spiral bands
pass up tha shell which
forms a blue-gray back
ground in young spec1Jnens
and of a yellow ash
colour in older~

When expanded or
retracted remains a clear
semi-translucent pink:
colour.

16 mm. males have a large
penis

~

The spire appears low
owing to the great
expansion of the last
whorl thus reducing
the ratio between
height/width and giving
the shell a globose
appearance. The aperture
issvanandoval(See
Fig. '7).

Itflearsslightlybut
in general it is narrow
and deep.

Found up to 80 nm. in
height and never smaller
than151111l.

The lip remains thin and
rather brittle tending
to thicken with age in
the sub-umbilical region.

The shell of young snails
is light gray striped by
darker lines and yellow
tones giving it an ash
like tinge. In older
whelks the periostracUlll
is eroded and aSSUllles a
dirty amorphous gray
colour.

hen expanded it is char
actarized by a very thin
black reticulUlllilliledded
in its light pink sub
stance, on retraction
this reticulum swells and
the whole foot appears
black or dirty gray (See
Fig. 11).

16 mm. mles have a smll
sized penis.

3) Internal anatomy There appears to be no signi icant diffarence in the
morphology of these two spec es.



1) ~. Tha colour and external shape have bean treated previously
under the heading of: "Description for identification".

The external s\U'face of the shell, in both species, is broken by
innumerable annuli arising at the whorl sutures and converging into the
umbilicus; this pattern is apparent on each whorl. The annuli vary in
their definition, the majority though quite definite are so closely spaced
as to make counts almost impossible but at irregular intervals depending
on the age of the shell, there appear annuli of greater width and definition
(See lI'1g. 8). The same pattern holds true far the operculum of both
species. The nature of these more distinct annuli suggests that they are
formed during periods of arrested growth. Providing these are of a
seasonal nature they may be of value in the estimation of age and growth
rate.

Vertical sections of the shell made at right angles and parallel
to the shell aperture are portrayed in figures 9 and 10. These give a
clear picture of the internal structure of the whorls.

Soft parts. The whelke bodY is divisible into 3 obvious regions, tha
head, the foot, and the visceral hump. The last remaining

at all times within the confines of the shell. (See Fig. 11).

The integument of the visceral mass is the characteristic
molluscan mantle which is free from the body below the visceral JlRSS and
can be extended through the shells aperture and everted around the lip
to cover the outer surface of the shell.

2) The head of the snail. Anterior to the visceral hump and dorsal to
the propodium is a crescentic "flap" of

tissue which by the presence of the antennae appears to fulfill the
functions of the cephalic region.

It is a membrane whose leading edge has been "pinched and pulled"
to form two lanceolate tentacles. Ocelli are absent.

Median and vantral to the head and partly covered by it, is the
Rhynchostome or apparent mouth. This is not the true buccal cavity but
the region of integumentary involution which forme the protrusable probosds
T\1us the true mouth becomes apparent only when the tube like proboscis
is everted. (See lI'1gs. 11 & 12).

3) The foot. This forms the greater part of the body normally sean
-- protruding from the shell. As already described its

appearance and consistency, in life, varies greatly. In preserved
speciJOOns it becomes singularly too.gh and elastic assuming in p. heros
a dirty brown-black colour. --

The foot is muscular and capable of great extension and con
traction; in the former state it is soft, viscid and translucent,



while in the latter it is hard and elastio.

In oomposition it is muaoular and glandular. Antero-<loraally i
forms a cavity which contains the inverted proboscis, oesophagua and
oesophageal glands.

Ventral to the cephalic fold liss the pro-podium; this forms a long
fold, which is overlapped by the hsad, and which surrounds the anterior
extrsmity of the foot and dsscands either flank to the sole, so forming
a continuous deep grove. This grove is richly glandular and seems to
be related to the secretion of pedal jellY, associated with collar form
ation and the feeding haM See Fig. l).

The pro-podium i8 prehensile and extensively used in reaching and
clasping food.

CaUdad, the foot, is attached to the eccentric opercular nucleus and
in its expanded condition it may be seen to recurve around the edges of
ths operculum and in some cases cover it completely.

The postero-dorsal region of the foot is elongated dorsally to form
the columellar muscle, which attaches the snail proper to ths shell,
having its point of insertion on the columellar wall of the 0 whorl. The
expanded sole is oval in shape with smooth and pleated edges.

In ordinary locomotion wave fOI'llBtion can be noted on the margins
of the extended foot passing antero-posteriorly along the edge of the sole.
The snail is also able to move by extending the propodium and using this
as a hold fast, to pull up the rest of the body.

4 The visceral hl!J!ll?,- its contained orfl8Ils.

Crens of the Pallial complex i.e. twse organs located betwean the
mantle and the dorsal surface of the

body proper.

These are outlined by Dakin (1912) in treating the welk Buccin1um
as: "ThestructuresdeVelopedlargelyfromthellBlltleproper~
osphradium, and the mucous gland.

Furthermore there are to be considered the Rectum and anal opening
the renal and genital openings."

The former group were not considered pertinent to the etudy of
POlynices and so omitted, the latter organs were dissected and examined.

The alimentary canal. This opens at the true mouth, situated at
the apex of the long retractile proboscis,

which ie usually everted in specimens killed by relaxing in Epsom's salts.
(See Methods).

The proboscis. (See Fig. 12) The body wall invaginates to form the
false mouth or Rhynchostome in which by intussusception

telescopes the proboscis, thus forming a cavity between this organ and the



involuted body wall, known as the Rbynchodaeum. This type 01' proboscis
was described by Lankester (1883) as a pleurembolic proboscis, trom the
tact that when withdrawn it is the base that is retracted and hence the
first to disappear.

The extruded proboscis is sausage shaped with the odontophore complex
situated immediately within the rue mouth. (See Figs. 12 & 13.)

On the anterior mid=ventral surface of the proboscis there is a small
circular plate. This plate according to the extensive investigations
conducted by Ankal (1938) is the main drilling organ of the Naticidae;
being composed of glandular and muscular tissue and producing a secretion
which dissolves Calcium 'lrbonate. (See Feeding lIethods.) hen the
proboscis is jnverted this lies in the Rhynchodaeum.

The Odontophore Complex. The Redula is attached in the mouth and
prolonged into a free end \lbich passes

posterior through the Pharynx end emerges into the "foot" cavity at the
Pharyngo=aesophageal junction.

To expose the _Elk Odontophore complex, an incision is made along
the mid-dorsal line between the tentacles, prolonged into the mantle
cavity and then laterally; this will allow the two flaps so formed to be
pinned sideways and expose the point of junction between the foot and the
viaceral hump.

Immediately ventral and caudad 01' the head the foot fOrlll!l a cavity
which contains the proboscis, oesophagus and the oesophageal glands;
slight muscular connections between the foot and these organs are tound.
Dissecting the muscle attachments from the Pharynx to the foot and cutting
he Rbynchodaeum's integwoont at the point of involution will free tha

anterior part of the digestive tract. This can be removed for further
study.

Cutting the Pharynx dorsally to enter the Pharyngeal cavity will
allow this to be folded open and so expose the Odontoplxlre complex.

The Odontophore consists of the Radula, the Odontophoral cartilages
and their muscular attachments. The anterior part of the Redula expands
into two symmetrical and curved "wings" or "plates" these representing the
Odontophoral "'pla es". The radula proper, the toothed portion, extends
anteriorly betwean these plates, and progresses posteriorly as a narrow
and slightly tapering ribbon of symmetrically arranged tee h. (See Fig. 14
and 15.)

The Odontophoral cartilages serve as points of insertion for the
muscles activating the radula and they form pivots because of their
shape, position and muscular control. On and by virtue of these the
radula can oscillate so assuming a function am IOOvement similar to
that 01' a "band saw",

Posterior to these cartilages the "free end" of the radula proper is
retained in a thin elastic and muscular sheath, which remains continuous
with the terminal free end of the radula projecting into the "foot
cavity", At the point where the radula emerges from the pharynx the



surrounding sheath has external muscular connections with the PlBrynx.

In one dissection there appeared to be tw "axe" f1haped horny plates
situsted vertically and laterally to the Odontophoral plates. These are
diagr8llllllStically illustrated in Fig. 14.

These plates according to Ankel (1938) are typi I of the Naticidae
and this author referfl to them as "jaw plates or mxillae" recording that

n this family alone in the Gastropods hey aid in feeding by exercising a
scissor like tea ing action on the food in conjunction with the radula.
(Se Feeding lie hods.)

~. This if' a long narrow ribbon expending anteriorly into
the Odontophoral plates. This "chitinoid" rib on supports

the posteriorly directed denture. according to Hankel (1938) the radulsr
mechanism can be homologised to a and saw which oscillates on the odonto
phoral cartllage and "bites" into the preys tissues on ths backsweep.

The teeth can be divided into two types: rigid and pssudo-articula ed,
the median line of teeth.te composed of a row of single rigid piramidal
teeth, on either side of these, postero-laterally runs a row of what my be
termed "cantral" teeth, these Brs rigid short and Sbel'p. The median and
central rows are supported by small dental sclerites imbedded in the
"ohltinoid" ribbon. Obliquely lateral to the "centrales" are the two,
paired, outer rows of teeth; these are charaoterized by being loosely
articulated on the basal membrane and by being long, tapering and curved
gtructures. Thus progressing from the median teeth towards the outer rOR
the length and degree of artiCUlation of the individual tooth inoreases.

S)lb..Median
Sub-Latll1'al

other tQ'mB used in naming Rad l1u Te h
1. Median, Medio-oentral, Central - Too h

11. SUb Median, Centrale, Laterals - Teeth

l~: ~~~;:ieral IMarginal Te



Dakin (1912) describes the odontophoral cartilage as being concave
on its dorsal suri'ace thus forming a radular canal, which would tend to
flex this organ on its lateral Width, thus forming a long trough like
food canal which on apposition to the preys tissues would tear off small
pieces of its tissue and transport them into the oesophagus. Ankel
records the horny jaw like structures, characteristic of the Naticidae
as assisting by scissor like movements by bi ting off smll portions of
meat in conjunction with the radulas "rake" like action. (See Fig. 15,
16, 17.) (For clear diagram of the buccal cavity the reader is referred
to Fig. 53 pp. 274 of Hankel's paper on Gastropod radulae - 1938, see
bibliography.)

The Oesophagus. (See Fig. 13.) This extends from the fharynx to the
stollBch and is the longest section of the n.limentary

canal. From the Pharynx the Oesophagus passes posteriorly curving
ventrally to accommodate the Oesophageal glends in the foot cavity; then
it recurves antero-dorsallyto enter the visceral mass on its left side
below the Ctenidium. (i.e. assuming an "S" shape.) It proceeds along
the left flank of the visceral hump to the stomach. situated on the left
latero-ventralsideofthedigestivegland.

The Oesophageal glands are tv«> definite structures, the smaller the
salivary, lying immediately posterior to the Pharynx, the larger, believed
to be the so-called gland of Leiblein is located caudad of the salivary
gland along the Oesophagus. The gland of Leiblein appears to have regions
with separate secretory ducts.

The Oesophagus appears to be imbedded in the salivary gland and no
secretoryductcouldbenotedconnectingtheseorgens.

The Stomach. This is a bag of considerable size lying between the
-~- digestive gland (so called Liver) and the bounding

integument on the left side of the animal. The stomach is in very close
association with the Liver and receives many small ducts from this organ.
See Fig. 22.)

The Digestive Gland. This is the largest structure in the visceral
hump. It extends from the Pericardiac region

to the tip of the Spire an.; is limited anteriorly by the renal organ and
mantle, latero-posteriorly by the stomach on the left side and dorso
posteriorly by the gonad.

It is brown-green in colour, soft in consistency and contains a
well defined network of vessels. Dakin in discussing this gland states:
"Thie large gland. which is made up of fine branching tubules, was
former ely regarded as the "liver". It is now agreed that this name is
unsuitable as the digestive functions are more canprehensive and unite
the functions of the different digestive glands of the vertebrate gut.
It is furthermore, the chief organ in the body for absorption of
digested food." (See Figs. 11,19 & 20.)

The Intestine. This is short and passes dorso-laterally down the
--- right flank of the hump to open into the }allial

cavity, where it descends on the right side along the extreme edge of the
la11ium. (See Fig. 22.)



5. Reproductive organs and the problem of sex determination.

In both species of Polynices at Belliveau Cove the sexes are separate
in the adult. In external features the sexual organs are similar in both
species, though differences in size and development of the penis are
found.

The J.lale Organs. (Fig.19.) The gonad resembles the ovary in shape,
size, position and colour. It is situated dorsal

to the digestive gland and covered by the COllllWn integumentary membrane.
The testis is illi>edded in the "liver" posterior to the Renal organ and
extends to the tip of the spire. By virtue of its light yellow colour
(bright yellow in formalin _. p;oeserved specimens) it stands out
prominantly from the darker tissue of the di8estive gland.

Ventro-laterai to the gonad, on the right side and 1mbedded in the
"liver", runs the male duct or Vas-Deferens, which is clearly defined.
It is narrow and characteristically convoluted. On entering the Pallium
it penetrates the penis.

The penis, in the adult of both species, is a perllll.nent and large
organ arising on the rjr~t side of the "neck" and resting in the Pallial
cavity with its tip situated near the base of the right tentacle. The
penis is narrow at its point of insertion, widening at the middle and then
tapering to its eccentric free end. The edges of this organ are crenated
so allowing for vascular extension and contraction. (See Fig. 19.)

The Female~'Ore;ans. The ovary and oviduct occupy the same position
in the visceral mass as their Male counterpart,

though the oviduct is less convoluted than the Vas-deferens. On reaching
a position ventro-lateral to the Renal organ the oviduct expands and
assumes a thick mscular wall (ovd tt

) which appears to be lined internally
by many SllIl.ll rugae which are believed to be glandular and related to the
formation of the capsular jelly of the collar. The Oviduct descends to
the Pallial floor on the right extreme tapering to a sllll.ll papilla which
bears the vaginal opening. (See Fig. 20.)

Discussion of the problem of sex determination.

In all P. heros specimens collected the sexual organs were always
wellformed~sex1ngofthesamplecouldbebasedonthepresence
or absence of the penis or vaginal papilla.

In P. triseriata this method of sex determination is effective
when applied to specimens over 6 mm. in height; but for snails sllBller
than this it is of little value as the external genitalia are lacking.

The explanation given to this problem is imp1rical and lacks
experimental verification: a} Wheatley (1947) and Larocque (1948) suggest
that snails under 6 DIm. in height are all females and that after this
stage of development sex reversal occurs and the llIl.le genitalia are
developed.



Baeristo (48) lists the following results for a sample of
~ under 10 mm. in height, received from Belliveau Cove.

~.Sexratioind1fferentsizeclassesof~.

Having accounted for the sample she states: "Because none of the
3 rmn. group possessed a distinct penis, the snails were ell placed in
thefellBle classibut it is very probable that snailsofthissizeare
sexually ilJllll!iture."

The author disagrees with the tentative statement IIBde by this
worker and beli eves that the lack of genitalia in these specimens under
6 mm. in height is due to semal immat urity and does not account for the
presence or absence of the vaginal papilla. In all specimens of this
size_examined by -the author (approximately 200), sex determination was
impossible owing to the complete absence of either sexes genital organs.

If sex reversal applied to this problem one would expect that the
females' organs would be present in these specimens lacking a penis while
the complete absence of either genitalia strongly suggests sexual
immaturity.

The exact nature of this problem will be understood only after a
bystological study of the mature and "immature" gonads has been conducted.
(The author hopes to submit this in the appendix to this report.)

This problem does not apply to p. heros but this may "be due to the
fact that no small specimen of this species has been recovered.

Wheatley (47) in discussing the relation between length of penis
and snail height, submits the following table: (Table 11)



~. Length of Male genitalia complred to height of shelL

p. heros
Shell height PElllis length

p. triseriata
Sh~PElllislength.

16 2 7 1.5
26 5 13 6.5
28 6 17 6.0
34 8 17 6.5
36 12 19 1.&

Average 28 "7 15 6.0

In samples of P. heros the author bas noted some large snails with
proportionatelYSmel~•• Thisobservationwasneverduplicated
with p. triseriata. Specimens shOifing this abnormal condition varied in
shell~JIIJ\. to 34 mm•• No explanation is offered for this
phenomenon, though it should be noted that Dawes (1949) makes reference to
similar observations where the growth of genitalia was inhibited by
excessive damage to the gonad of the Gastropod by Redial and Cercarial
Trematodes. This casual observation and possible relationship should be
investigated in conjunction with investigations on the Trematode parasites
of the winter flounder present in this area.

In discussing the problan of sexing, Wheatley suggests: "In some
largerfemalespecimensof~,atleastatcertaintimesofthe

year, e.g. June and July. tba ovaries may be seen packed with tiny light
colored eggs, apparently hexagonal. The ovaries seem to be dark brown,
while in the mature male the corresponding region appears light brown
and possible contains sperms." This is accurate but of little use to
SOlTing the problem as the adult possessing mature germ plasm w111 naturally
bave well developed genitalia, thus permitting visual sexing in situ.

Bae:risto investigated the possibility of sex determination based on
differences in shell proportions and studied samples of both sexes of the
two local species.

The following data and ratios were collected by this workar:

1) Height of shell
2} Width of shell
3) "Width

Hergiit
4) Height of aperture

5} Heie;ht of aperture
Height of shell

6) Width of aperture
7} Width of aperture

Height of shell
8) Widthofaperture

Height of aperture

(For exact results see Ba"ei"1:atllll's report 1948.)



The results failed to show any marked and significant variation
between the sexes of either species which might be used in the laboratory
or the field as a reliable method of sex determination in specimens
lacking external genitalia.

At present for p. triseriata under 6 mm. in height,means of sex
determ1nationseems~croscopic(hystological)exam1nation
of their gonads.

D) REPRODUarI ON

1) Mating Habits. In all observed IlBting pairs the IlBle was consistently
smaller than the female. Mating on the surface of the

flat was observed at low water during the dusk to dawn period. The peak
of IlBting activity being in the hours following dusk and in those preceeding
dawn, the former period being that of greatest incidence. Stinson (1946)
records the recovery of mating pairs illllOOdiately below the flat surface
during the day.

In copulating on the surface both snails retain their crawling
posture. The male assumes apositionpostero-dextradto the female and
in some cases "he" may be supported, in part, by the latters expanded
foot. The propodium of the mle is extended and bent sinistrad so as to
surround partly the dextral face of the femles shell, and then be
inserted into the latters pallial cavity.

When mting takes place on the surface the copulating pairs rove
about constantly, the female travelling at a greater speed than the male
and often loosing him in this "conjugal march". After a variable period
of time the "couple" burrow into the flat, the initiative in this operation
being taken by the female.

Stinson (1946) and '/heatley (1947) assumed that sperm transfer takes
place during the "conjugal march". Stinson states: "The propodium of the
male is extended around (the shell) as a narrow band with the penis
extended, and inserted under the shell of the female. Fertilization i8
therefore internal." heatley says: "The penis, which is located at
the base of the right tentacle, is extended across the breadth of the
male and inserted under the female's shell." This is incorrect, for the
tip of the penis, not the point of insertion, is located at the base of
the right tentaclej thus to perform this act as described by Wheatley
this organ would have to be bent sinistrad. The normal curvature to its
axis is dextrad. (See Fig. 19.)

In the author' 8 opinion this march is "pre-conjugal" rather than
"conjugal", to be more specific the observed pairs are not actually in
copula, and that the transference of sperms takes place under the surface
after burrowing.

This belief is not completely substantiated but is supported by the
following observations:

a) In all pairs observed, by the writer, only the pro-podium
appeared to be inserted into the palliel caVity of the fell8le. The penis



b) The morphology of the genitalia of both sexes leaves no doubt
that insemination required copulationj yet their position and the position
assumed by the "mating" pairs is such to prevent insertion of the penis
into the vaginal papilla during the march. To perform this act, ths penis
would require a greater dsgree of articulation and extensibility than it
possesses.

0) The only alternative method by which insemination could be
oarried out in this position would be by the pro-podium acting as a trough
or conducting canal between the two genital openings. This seems most
unlikely when the anatomy of the genitalia is considered.

d) There is no doubt that this characteristic maroh of the snails is
connected with mating, but the animals must assume some other position for
insElllination of the female, and the fact that burrowing regularly follows
ths march might indicate that insemination takss place below the surface.

2) Heisht Relationship of Matins Pairs. Pairs found in what the author
will henceforth refer to as the

"Pre-conjugal march" were collected and measured by Stinson and the
present writer (See Table 12 and 13). These records show that the mUng
female are larger than their male partner. Cle might explain this by
assuming that the males were younger than t-l:ie females, or that they were
the same age but had diffaring growth rates. e have still to discover
which of these assumptions is correct.



~. Height relationship of nnle and female Po triser1ata in
mating pairs. (1946) (Stinson Table 6.r--

Date of Time of ~:~: of
Height of Ratio

collection day male F/JJ.
mm.

rune II : pomo under sand 23 14 1.6
23 15 1.5
21 15 1 04
18 15 1 02
21 19 1 01
20 17 1.2

June 14 ~ pomo 21 16 1.3
19 9 2 01

JU;y 1 ~ pom. 21 18 1.2
25 18 104
19 19 1 00
24 18 1.3

Mean 21 02 1 036
Ju;y 3 ~ p.m. on surface

25 13 1 09
18 10 108
21 13 106
22 16 1.4
16 17 0.9
23 15 1.5
23 14 1.7
24 15 1.6
17 16 1.1
22 14 1.6
22 14 1.6
19 16 1.2
20 13 1 05

A1J8U8t 22
21 16 1.3
25 15 1.7

21.2 1050

General )lean 21 02



Table 13. Height relationship for ~foundmating. (1949).

Date of Time of Height of Height of Ratio
collection day female male P/v.

June 28 10 p.m. on surface 21i 10 2.1
June 30 1; p.m. 18 13 1.3

15 12 1.2
14 12 1.1
14 10 1.4
15 12 1.2

Ju;y 1 15 12 1.2
14 12 1.1

JU;y 3 1~ p.m. 17 15 1.1
14 12 1.1
17 14 1.2
14 13 1.0
12 11 1.0

July 9 1 a.m. 13 11 1.1
Ju;y 15 1~ p.m. 17 11 1.6

16 12 1.5
12 10 1.2
14 11 1.2
13 10 1.3
13 12 1.0
11 10 1.1

Ju;y 17 1~ p.m. 14 12 1.1
16 13 1.2
17 14 1.2
14 12 1.1
14 10 1.4
11 9 1.2
15 12 1.2
17 13 1.3

Two P. heros were recovered during the 1949 season in copula their
respectrVeiieights were:

Ratio
P/v.

38
50

30
39



The data compiled in Tables 12 and 13 are graphed (See Fig. 25) and
+h" A indicate some rather interesting relationships. When the 1946 and 1949
mating pairs are represented in graphical form by plotting IlIl.les versus
ta"oJ.es I ue1gn" I a peculiul' diseJ.'ibution is obtained. this dananstrates
a remarkable variation in size for the size of mating pairs in these
two seasons. In seeking an explanation to this paculiar distribution
the sex rstios collected by Stinson (August 2J-22, 1946) and the present
writer (August 24, 1949) are graphed in Fig. 26 j these corroborate with
the distribution of the IlBting pairs in sho ing that:

the maximum distribution, in terms of height, for the:
a) male population in 1946 is approximtely at 16 mm. while the

avellge figure for the male in the mating pairs is 15.2 mm.
b) the female population has its mode at 22 mm., while the average

fanale in the mating pairs is 21.5 111m. in 1946.

In contrast to these figures the 1949 sex ratios show that:
a) the female population is bimodal with a IlIl.ximum distribution at

9 mm. and a second peak at 14 llDIl.j while the lIVerage figure
obtained from mating pairs is 15.0e JJDII.

b) the male population has its maximum distribution at 9 mm. and
an average of 11.7 mm. for mating pairs.

Cl\rtain speculations,can be made on the occurence of these distrib
utions, but clear understanding of this problem will only be possible
when mre is known about the growth rate of the snails.

a) With the 1949 figures it would appear that, though the sex
ratios show the female population to be bimodal in terms of size (height),
it is only those females represented by the second mde (14 DIn.) that are
sexually mature and are thus found mating. Similarly it appears that the
sexually mature male is consistently smller than the female and that this
is not restricted to the actual mating pair but to the wOOle population
in terms of its sex ratio.

From this, one can postulate, that either the male reaches maturity
before the female assuming the growth rate to be the same for both sexes,
or that both members of the mating pair are of the same age but that the
mature male does not reach the ultimate size of the female. This second
statement seems more feasible in the light of Stinson's limited
investigation on growth rate, where he states: "It seems probable that
the size class with its mode at 16 111m. is composite, embracing several
year classes and that the ultimte size of P. triseriata males seldom
exceeds 18 mm." This assumption is strengt~observation
that snails of this size class showed much variety in shell and body
characteristics.

He proceeds in his description pointing out that within this IIDde
he founcl males with new and old shells but both with well developed
genitalia. thus presuming these to be mature though not of the same age.

Thus the relation between the male and the femle of the IIating pair
appears to be due to the differences in growth rate and not to a
differential sexual development.



b) This, however, does not explain the reduotion in size of the
mating pairs observed in 1949, neither does it explain the ooourenoe of
the deoreased modes in the tables showing sex ratios for 1949. In oon
siderating the sex ratioe and the distribution of the modes for both
seasons for P. heros it is noted that no oomparison to the figures for
p. trieeriatii."Oiiii'"'ii'mde owing to the multi-modal distribution'
~lotting the former'e population in terms of height frequenoy
distribution of sexes.

The deorement in the position of the size frequenoy distribution
modes of eaoh sex is probably due to the absenoe of one or more "year"
olasses; that is in 1946 the large snails found (23 mm. for fana.les and
17 mm. for males) represent an old year olass, possibly 3-5 years Old,
while in 1949 no suoh age olass is found owing to the failure of one of
the previous years "snail spat" to beoome established. Thus the population
reoorded in 1949, though sexually mture and aotively reproduoing represents
a Y<lunger' population than the one present at the Cove in 1946.

Dr. Medoof suggests the possibility of saleotion being exeroised by
the female in pioking the mle in mating, holding that this may explain
the "pre-oonjugal" maroh. This speoulation is based on the' oonstanoy of
the female to mle ratios obtained from Table 12 & 13. From Figure 25
it would appear that some seleotivity was exeroised by the 1949 mating
sample, but it is hard to conoHe this with the 1946 recordings.

Thus it would seem that some seleotivity, based on size, is exeroised
by the mature and~ snail, as long as its size retains it in that
portion of the population whioh oan be subdivided by, a haight,frequenoy
distribution into"year olasses; but oil reaohing the end of growth, whEn
the snail will be in that part of the population frequency distribution
of oomparatively eClual size but oomposed of haterogeneous year olasses,
this seleotivity appears to be lost as indioated by the 1946 results in
Figure 25.

Henoe it is possible that the mature but growing population tend to
nate within their year group, but on the oessation of growth with age this
relationship is lost and mating takes plaoe between snails of differing
year olasses but of oomparatively even size within the sexes.

Mating pairs of~ were sought. by the past and the present
investigators but only two were found. It may be that in this speoies
there is no pre-oonjugal mroh or that it is of very short duration and
probably takes plaoe under the surfaoe as both speoimens were found mting
under the substratum.

3. Time and mating.

a) Season. This seems to oommenoe early in the season for all
-- investigatorshavenotedthepresenoeofeggoollars

on the fiat at the time of their arrival in early May. The earliest
reoorded observation of mating was mde by Stinson on June 3rd. (1946),
though he observed the presenoe of oollars in May.

The mating oontinues throughout the season reaohing its peak in



late July, but this probably varies from year to rear. The latest
recorded entry for observed mating was made by Stinson on ugust 22nd.

b) There seems to be a considerable lapse of time between
insemination and egg collar formation, though on one occasion a female
wi th a partially finished collar was found in the company of a IIIlle,
suggesting that collar formation is immediately subsequent to
insemination, this observation was never repeated and the two snails
were not in llll1 war attached, thus their relation probably was purelr
incidental.

:I) Feeding Habits of Polynices.

In this locality the whelk feeds largely on the soft shelled clam (~,

the bar clam (~) and the mussels (~and Modiola). Other
bivalves and numerous gastropods, including POlynices itself, are drilled.
Occasionally the snails are found feeding on small fish and crustacea.

1) Methods of feeding. Polrnices usuallr devours its molluscan prey by
insertion of the proboscis into a hole it drills

through the valves, though they frequently eat bivalves without drilling.

a). Drilling is probably the mst cOnmlon method of feeding and may
be best observed on the surface of the flat when the low water period
follows dUSk, but it goes on beneath the surface, as well, especially
during the day. Stinson found snails firmly holding clams in their
folded foot at depth of 6- below the surface during the day. The
method by which the whelk drills differs slightly depending on the
relation of the prey to the substratum. If it is an unattached form,
like a clam, the snail wraps its expanded foot around the victim and
completely covers the drilling operation from view. If the animal is
attached to th·e substratum, such as mussels are, the snail being unable
to surround the prey merely attaches 1tPlelf to one part of the shell
without abnormal expansion of the foot. This permits more than one snail
to feed on the same victim. (See Fig. 27.)

Method of drilli!lfi. On encountering the prey, such as a clam, the
snail spreads its foot over the victim, this takes place on and under the
surface of the flat, and then proceeds to enclose the shellfish br
cupping media-ventrally the post-podi um, thus forming a pouch to retain
the prey. The whole shell of the prey is usually covered, but
occasionelly a small ventral area is in contact with the substratum and
exposed to it. The snail does not always devour the clam immediately
but may wander about on the surface with the clam held in the post
podium (N.B. the longitudinal axes of the prey and predator correspond,
as shown by Fig. 28) with the umbo and pallial edge clearly outlined by
the stretched opalescent post-podium. The snail may proceed to burrow
immediately still wit.hholding the prey or'111a7 cease its wanderings aIlIl
begin to drill the victim while still on the surface. ith the olam thus
held there is a copious secretion by the pedal glands, forming a thick,
elastic and tenacious gelatinous envelope around the prey. This
secretion was noted in all cases regardless of the nature of the food and
was found in all casee where the food had been obtained by drilling or
other maans.



Drilling operations commence with the cessation of looomotion and
an anterio-ventral folding of the post-pOdium which displaces the
clam near the Rhynchostome. The umbo of the clam shall is usually
apposed to this region. With the displacement of the clam from its
position prior to drilling to the drilling position, instead of being
held flatly as in the fomer case it is held on edge so that USUally the
umbo is apposed to the probosial region; this probably occurs owing to
the greater expansibility of the marginal area of the foot which is better
able to enclose the wide pallial edge of the clam shell (especially
considering that the size ratio of prey and predator is 1/1). With the
clam in this position the proboscis 1s evaginated and directed ventrad,
seeking the clam shell and usually making contact with the WIbo i
simultaneously the pro-podium expands meso-ventrally so as to completely
cover and obscure the feeding process••l1th this change in the disposition
of the foot (See Fig. 29 & 30)the whalk ie WlS.ble to retain its balance,
owing to its now spherical shape, and characteristically rolls on its side.
It remains in this position until the feeding operation is completed, though
if disturbed it will rapidly retract its foot and proboscis into the shall,
and release the prey (See Fig. 31).

Baeristo (1948) succeeded in obtaining some photographs of the extended
proboscis by placing a shucked clam meat betwean two glass plates which
were separated sufficiently to allow the snail to insert its proboscis
between them and extend it towards the clam (See Figs. 32, 33, 34) 0 These
photographs do not portray the actual feeding method or the interestlng
process of drilling but they demonstrata the remarkable extensibility and
manuvrability of the proboscis and give graphic proof of the snail's
ability to detect prey, as reported by Ankel (1938) who showed that
carnivorous gastropods detect the proximity of food by means of the osphradium
and the anterior margin of the pro-podium. In similar experiments with
clams and snails the author noted that the pro-podium possesses great
extensibility and is prehensile being used extensively in reaching and
obtaining food from otherwise unaccesible locations.

The actual drilling end mechanical penetration of the shell was
thoroughly investigated by Dr. IV. E. Ankel (1938) when he performed a survey
on gastropod radulae. From his investigation it was clearly smwn that the
Naticidae and loIuricidae do not use the radula in drilling the shall, and
con1;rary to popular belief, this operation is performed by the secretions
of a ventral sub-terminal proboscial gland (See Figs. 12 & 13) producing
a CaC% dissolVing secretion which Dr. G. C. Hirsh tentatively called a
cal case after Professor Krollpfeiffer, on Ankel's instigation, failed to
show the presence of an acid in this gland's secretions. (Tested for:
Sulphuric, Nitrio, Phosphoric and Formic aoid.)

Though there is no doubt that drilling in the Naticidae is a purely
chemical operation, as yet determination of the active principle in this
solvent is wanting.

Ei1;her the right or the left valve of the shell-fish may be drilled.
In the soft shelled clam and the mussel, the drill hole is usually
slightly posterior to the umbo and closer to it than the free margin of the
shell. Stinson records that with bar clams over two inches in length, the



hole is often on the umbo of either valve. Belding (1930) states that the
point of perforation varies but is usually towards the siphonal end
(posterior) of the valve.

Though the snail usually penetrates the shell in the region of the
umbo, shells drilled near the pallial margin are not unCOJllIOOn (See Fig. 35).
This relation is possibly governed by the size ratio of predator and prey,
as drilling appears to usually take place with the prey held at right
angles to the predators longitudinal axis and thus governed by the expan
sibility of the marginal region of the foot. There is no reason to assume
that drilling necessitatss complete encapsulation of prey by the predator's
foot, and thus that there should be any size limit on prey, though the

:;;(e~~:: ::~r;;::s~~;fn1::lf::~:t:;::tt~~i~:l;~ ~:::~P;::U::~Cl\.

Once penetration of the shell has bsen achieved "chemically" the
proboscis is inserted into the prey and feeding commences.

This feeding process consists of a mechanical rasping action bY the
radula which is extruded with the odontophoral complex and apposed to the
food; with the backsweep of the radula the backwards directed teeth are
forced into the neeh and fragments are transported posteriad to the
oesophagus. During this backsweep the flexible baserent membrane of the
radula is bent by passing over the grooved Odontophoral cartllage thus
the rigid median and sub-median teeth form the fundus of this "conveyer
belt" while the recurved sides are functionally prolonged medially by
virtue of the articulated marginal and sub-marginal teeth. Thus on
apposition to the prey's meat during the radular baoksweep this organ fol'lllll
a posteriorly moving food canal which rasps off tissue and transports it
to the oesophagus. The rasping stroke is further assisted in the Naticidae
by the presence of two lateral "jewll" (See Fig. 14) which arch dorsally
and_meet medianly to the radula and assisting this, with scissor like
movements, in cutting some of the larger fragments engaged by the radula.

b) Feeding without drilling. The snail can surround the prey wi th
its foot, and in a manner not clearly underlltood, devour the meat without
drilling the shell. (For evidence see Wheatley's report pp. 11-12.)

This alternate method of feeding is clearly mnifested by the large
nUllilers of empty, non drilled clem shells, found with gaping valves enfolded
within the characteristic gelatinous secretion of the snail.

Feeding commences, as previously described, by the snail retaining the
clam in its post-podium and seoret1Dg around it a thiok elastio coatiDg
of pedal jelly. Much speculation has been raised as to the exact means
employed by the whelk in g/l.ining access to the clam without drilling
the shell. Wheatley suggested that this gelatinous envelope may have an
anesthetizing quality which would aid the snail by causing the clam to
relax its adductor muscles, thus allowing the valves to be forced open.
This 1I/Ould appear to be somewhat similar to the reported seoretions of
some steroideans and might be adopted as an explanation of the following
statement by Gannong (1889) "The writer saw last s1lllllller, at Oak Bey, a
large Buccinium undatum which had been attacked by a Lunatia a little
larger than itself. Though the boring had not commenced the former wae



oompl etely enclosed by' the foot of the latter, and had its aperture
quite covered with a sticky slime. It at first seemed dead, but on being
placed in water it revived and seemed none the "orse for its adventure."

Though this effect may well ocour it should be noted that the SYmptOIll8
described by GannODg may be considered typical of en oxygen deprivation,
as observed with whelks left for 10Dg periods in aquaria without adequate
chenges of water. Thus it should be considered that this secretion, though
it may have a chemical effect, may also act mechenically on the clam, by
tending to suffocate the bivalve; which in en effort to free itself from
the gelatinous envelope, opens its valves. In this weakened condition it
thus becomes an easy prey for the snail. Wheatley records the frequent
occurence of clam shells found in an upright position in the sam with
half of their shell exposed above the surface. The oontents of these clams
were either wholly or partially gone; the valves were gaping and in DRIlY
cases the remains of the mantle was stretohed aoross this gap. Wheatley
suggested that characteristic position and ooourrence of dead olams indioated
that the snail was not only oapable of digging after its prey but in addition
it approached it from below and "chased" it towards the surface, thus the
ocourrence of dead partly amerged shells.

From Stinson's Table 13, one notes that the parts IIDst frequently
left uneaten by the whelk are: the end of the siphon, the mntle edge,
the dark digestive gland and somet1llles the adductor muscle.

Wheatley observed the snail feeding, on the surface, on clams whose
shell had been damged by gulls and other agencies. This is not uncommon,
but it should be noted tl:Bt the clams were still alive, there being no
observation on record indicating that these snails are scavengers; this
role in flat ecology, at Belliveau Cove, rests canpletaly with the large
p.opulation of Nassa trivitata.

2) Size relationship of drill and prey. Some observations have been
recorded concerniDg this

relationship in studying factors that limit the destructive capacity of
the snail. Stinson (1946) by field collection of the whelk and its prey
and by experimentation in vitro with tbl larval snail and spat clam,
demonstrated a size relationship between predator and prey, giving the
following ratios:

a) Adult snail to clam. 1.0/Ll
b) Larval snail to spat clam. 1.0/1.1

Wheatley, (1947) co=oborates with Stinson's conclusions for adults
but suggests that a truer average value for the ratio size of adult snail
to clam is 1.0/1.1

Belding reports that a half inoh (1/2") snail oan destroy a one
inch (1") clam, though Stinson's evidence indioates that this seldom
happens. Belding further stat.es that a 1.1/2 inch snail oennot operate
on a clam aver two inohes in length. lhile this accords in general with
stinson's end Wheatley's findings it may not be impossible because we
have evidence that whelks often drill without necessarily envaloping their
prey. Thus it oen be stated that snails usually attack clams that are
about their own size avoiding those that are much larger or much smaller.



The peculiar reature or this relationship is that large snails seldom
reed on small clams, though there are no apparent 11miting ractors ror
this reature.

'J:ables 14 and 15 give the size relationship of the adult predator
and Wey collected on the !'lat. Table 1611sts data for the larval
snail and spat clam assembled by Stinson in laboratory experiments.

Figure 36 is a graphical representation or these tables and shows
tha;t over the whole range the size or the shellfish attacked tends to
vary directly with the size of the attacking snail and that the predator
generally attacks a clam whose length is 1.1 to 1.2 times its own height.

Tabl~ li. Size relationship 01' P triseriata and its prey in nature.
(Wheatley Table 6.)

Average

Height or snail
in mm.

25
24
25
18
25
15
1.'L

21.3

Length of clam
in mm.

28
29
29

9
29
26
a
25.7

~. Size relationship of prey and predator in nature. An
abstract or Stinson's Table 13 showing the relative sizes or
predatorandpreyl!!z!)tor~and~
recorded in 1946. (No dirferentiation was made between the
two species in this Table by Stinson.) (Stinson Table 16.)

Height of snail
in 1IIIl.

23
20
22

Length 01' clam
in mm.

20
13
26

CoDtinued•• o ••••
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Height of enail Length of clam
in DIIIl. in lIIIl.

13 20
21 21
20 24
20 18
16 23
25 24
21 20
17 19
16 19
19 22
15 18
17 24
23 1\6
15 19
18 23
17 19
15 23
20 27
15 17
19 20
13 21
19 21
16 21
20 24
21 22
15 24
16 21
16 20
14 20
14 18

ATerage

Height of enail Length of clam
inlllll. inDllll.

25 20
20 19
18 18
22 23
38 37
33 35
24 31
23 28
18 25
21 19
20 21
21 21
17 16
18 23
19 26
19 25
22 20
18 18
19 22
19 24
18 25
18 24
17 23
21 20
21 21
15 15
20 19
21 20
14 17
17 20



~. Relative sizes of newly-emerged p. triseriata and the cJ.llJIl
spat they attacked in laboratory tests. (Stinson Table 16.)

Height of Length of Diameter of
Snail mm. Spat mm. hole mm.

0.9 0.75 0.16
0.9 0.85 0.2
0.95 0.8 0.15
0.9 1.0 0.15
0.9 0.8 0.15
0.9 0.85 0.16
1.1 1.2 0.15
0.9 0.9 0.2
0.9 1.0 0.17
0.9 0.95 0.15
0.95 1.5 0.15
0.95 1.3 0.16
0.9 1.2 0.15
£kL kQ... ~

0.93

3. Destructivecapacitr.

a). With small (post-larval)snalls: Little success bas bean
achieved in field trials to eveluate the destructive capacity of newly
emerged snails in terms of clams destroyed per snail par day; because
it is difficult to make the necessary precise observations on the flats,
this difficulty is greatest when working with the small post larval
snail and spat sized clams. .

stinson obtained some results which cannot be regarded as typical
of natural conditions because they were obtained by laboratory
experiments. Nevertheless they give some indication of the destruction
wrought by the young snails.

He placed newly emerged P. triseriata (under 1 mm. in height) in
vials containing sand and water, to which he added clam spat. rter a
period of 11 days he examined the sand and recorded the numbers of
drilled and undrllled spat.

Prom this experiment he concluded tffit the newly emerged snails
burrow into the sand aftar the spat and drill their shells in a mnner
sim1lar to that of the adult.

Stinson refined this experiment in an attempt to determine the
number of clam spat the post-larval snail could klll per unit time.
(See Table 17.)



~. Summary of data on the destruction of clam spat by newly
hatched p. triseriata in vitro. (Stinson Table 17.)

Spatper Snallheight
vial

Time Length of C1ama des-
days spatlllJll. troyedper

day per
snail

5 0.95 4.0 0.8 0.25
5 0.9 4.0 1.0 0.25
5 1.1 4.5 1.2 0.2
10 0.95 4.0 1.3 0.5

1.5
1.05
1.2

Average

From these results Stinson calculated that a newly emerged snail destroyed
0.34 clam spat per diem which would approximate to a monthly average
oflOclamsper8ll8il.

b) With the adult snail: The present and past workers attsnpted
an evaluation of the destructive capacity by placing clama and snails
in wire cages sunken in the flat surface.

The authors experiments met with failure and the death of the caged
clams could not be related to POlynices. However, Stinllon and Wheatley
succeeded in a minor way (Table 18, 19 & 20) and from their "inadequate"
results they suggested a destructive capacity of 0.07 to 0.4 clams per
day per snail.

~.:Peedingof3separate1ycaged~.(StinsonTable18.)

Snail ht. Clama per Days No. of Length of Clams destroyed per
Mm. cage clama drilled capita per diem

drilled clam Mm. (number)

20 6 18,20 0.7
32 6 21 0.3
20 10 20,21 0.2

21,22

Average



~. Feedingofcaged~. (Wheatley's Table 52.)

Period No. of No. of Ht. of Length No. clams Length of C18.I1lBdes-
of snails clams P.heros of clam drilled drilled troyedper

test mm:- clams. capita per
days diem (number)

20,36,45. 32,34, 34,36.
36,37,
39,40,
56,63.

36,45. 32,37,
39,40,
56,63.

36,45. 32,37, 37,40.
40,56,
63.

31,31, 34,36,
34,36. 34.

32,40, 32. 0.25
56,63.

14,22. 28,29.

31,34. 31,34.

'1 40.63. ~

Average 0.224



~.1i'eed1D80f~.(Wheatl67'sTab1e5b.)

Period No. of No. of Height of Length of No. of Length of C1sms destroyed
of snails olams snail mm. clam. mm. clams drilled per oapita per

test drilled olams mm. diem (number)
days

28,29,31.

13,15. 30,31,31,
34,34,36.

30,31,34,
34,36.

12,16,18. 28,29.

12,16. 28,29.

28,29.

12,13,14. 28,29. ~

Average

When these figures (average) are oompared with Wheatley's results the adul
P. heros and the previously discussed observations on post-larval feeding rate
torP:'triseriata it would appear that the young snail is mre voraoious than the
adult. {Table 21.)

~.SlllIlIIBryresultsofthefeediD8e:xper1mentsinoludingboth

speoies of snails, showing the number of olams destroyed per
snail per day and per month (30 days).

ClallSper Clams per Investigator
day month

a) with young
snails.ooooooo •• 0.34 10.2

b) with adult
snails ooooeooooo 0.40 12.0 Stinson

0.22 6.6 heatl67
0.0'7 2.1 Wheatley

Average 0.23



Belding in llassachusetts (1930) considers a 2" snail (presumably
p. heros) to be the most destructive and estimates that they kill 26
clams per month (0.8 per day). The results obtained should not be
considered critical measures of the snails destructive capacity and
are submitted in this report as an acknowledgment to this phase of the
investigation rather than an exact estilJl9.tion of voracity. The author
feels that Stinson's and Wheatley's figures are not indicative of the
destructive capacity at Belliveau Cove and that any tentative conclusion
would be pure speculation and thus valueless.

c). Relative importance of drills in contributing to total mortality.
Stinson attanpted to estiDBte the snails contribution to the total
mortality of bivalves in this locality by counts of the numbers of living
and dead bivalves in screened samples and sample of shells found in the
beach wrack.

~. Observations on screaned soil samples. (Stinson Table 14.)

MI!. ~~ Unidentified
~ bivalves

Alive
Dead-not drilled 12
Dead - drilled 176

From these results he drew the following conclusions:

18
13

lli

1) Drills are responsible for a high proportion of the mortality of small
bivalves at Belliveau Cove (up to 90%).

2) Of the several species studied, soft shelled clams are the hardest hit
"in proportioD to their numbers.

3) It is possible for the drnlstocompletelyeliminate~before

turning to other prey.
4) Nevertheless, 9 out of 10 dead bar clams were killed by drills.

Thase conclusions were reached by Stinson on the assumption that the
counts made included all living clams in the areas sampled. and that
shells of all dead shellfish remain intact and buried in the sand. No
observations were made to determine how long empty shells persist in the
sand before disintegrating.



Stinson collected random samples from beach wrack of shells of clams
and mussels, apparently of the 1945 set and whose valves wsre unbroken
and still connected.

Table 23. Summary of observations on shells from beach wrack.
-- (Stinson's Table 15.)

Type of shell

Clam
Mussel

From these records he suggests:

100
50

33
42

77
8

1) "That in clams of spat size at least one third of the mortality can be
attributed to Polynices.

2) Comparing this estimate with that from the study of screened shells
which wers on the averags much smaller, it would appsar that largs
clams are less subject to attack by the snail than the smaller.

(This statement in the light of later investigation appears to be a
misconception. This is not due to an inter-relationship between the prey
and predator, but to their distribution; Stinson's samples were taken
near the shore line where the population is purely composed of small
p. triseriata which have easy access to the superficial spat size clam and
~eplYburrowed large!!y!'. Hence in this region there is
almost 100% mortality of spat and equally good survival of the adult clam.
It is true that the large clam here is less subject to attack by the
snail present in this region, but this is due to the poor burrowing
ability of the snail of this size and not to the fact tlll.t the large
clam has a degree of immunity from the snail in general, as suggested
by Stinson.)

3) Of the agents that kill the mussels without destroying or removing the
shell from the flats Pol:rnices is the DlOst important."

In conclusion it may be stated that though the data cited is inadequate
and controversial in giving a precise portrayal of the snails' destructive
capacity, it does give some indication of the possible degree of damage
that a snail oen accomplish and this is more than sufficient to explain
ths ubiquitous occurrence of drilled shells and to emphasize the
potential danger to clam stocks once the snail becomes established on
the flats.
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F'igureJ5.

COIIpar1BoD or drilled ~ec1aene including lactra, and
PolynlceB Bhowin( the ...arlaUon in the locatlon or the
drill hole.

Flgure 36.

Height relatlonshlps or prq and predator.



IV. ESS Oollars of the Local Speoies

A. Description.

General. The egg case or "sand collar" as it is popularly called,
has been dsscribed by lIIUly authors, but in the present writer's opinion
these descriptions are gmeral ani,inadequata in differentiating between
the collars of different species.

Arnold (1903) records their shape as: "A basin with the bottom
knocked out and broken at one side"; Verril (1875) states: "l'hey consist
of a broad ribbon of send coiled up into a circle and shaped something
like a saucer, but without a bottom., Stinson (1946) describes the collar
of P triseriata as follows: "The collar is characteristic in form
resembling an old fashioned detachable collar, lying with its widest
diameter on the sUl'face of the flat." For p. heros he states: "The egg
caseisconstructedonthesamegeneralpl~triseriata.Ithough
it has a turned up upper margin compared withth~h tends to
be straight sided. It lies on the sand with the wide diameter down and
t;i=/;;~)inclinedto qecome buried than the collar of p. triseriata."

It is felt that a careful study of the photographs illustrating the
two egg cases under consideration will provide a more adequate appreciation
of their shape and structural differences than any verbal description the
author can provide. (See Figures 38,39,42.44,45,47,49,51.)

1). ESS collar of p. triseriata. There is considerable variation
in size and shapel collars iddl at the commencement of the season are
erect structures appearing at first glance like obtuse truncated cones
with a slope of 30 degrees from the vertical. (Figures 38,39.) Closer
inspection will show that the basal edge is not sloped but forms a
vertical marginal strip about 1-2 mm. wide end tapering to a thin edge.
In well formed collars a similar vertical peripheral strip is found on the
apical nargin of the collar. (Figure 39.) The average width of these
collars varies from 22 mm. to 15 DIll. •

The em of the 1949 season was characterized by the appearance of
very small collars (Table 27.) Their general shape is similar to the
large collars but they tend to loose the vertical margins, especially
the apical margin, and to lie flatter on the beach and are therefore less
conspicuous. These late collars are more reduced in length rather than
width, thus affecting their total area and capsular contents (See Table 27).
Their width is usually undar 18 mm.

The collars are composed of a gelatinous natryx with imbedded sand
grains surrounding the contained egg capsules. Th61 are a firm but
pliable ribbon 8-20 mm. wide and 1-1/2 mm. thick, containing a single
layer of egg capsules. Both nargins and the terminal free ends are thin,
clear end gelatinous, lacking egg capsules but containing a few imbedded



I
sanD. grains. Tha and of the collar, that is the last produced,
usually oonta1u a few dispersed egg capsules suggesting that all
lIIl.ture eggs that are laid in tha one collar pass out in continuous
succession and that these represent tha last "stragglers" to be
evacuated anD. thus do not settle within the bulk of capsules.

Internal structure of tha collar. I:t' a thin etrip, approxlllll.tely
one capsule thick, is sectioned off on the vartical axls of the collar
andexaminedmicroscopically,thefollowingetructuresarenoted:

a) Only if the collar is new, a very thin outer layer ot jslly is
present. This gives the egg case its outer sheen and their smooth anD.
viscid feeling.

b) Underlying the above mentioned layer is the gelatinous matrix which
contains the egg capsules and in which are imbedded particles of tine or
coarse clay, or in some cases of shell, depending on the soil composition
of the flat where the collar is formed. This mtrix constitutes the bulk
ot the egg case and is responsible for the rigidity of the collar. It
surrounds the capsules forming their out ar walls and the intarcapsular
septa. The sand grains are iniledded throughout this layer and not limited
to the periphery. The outer wall of the collar, as seen in section,
appears pinched at the region of intarcapsular septa, and then bulged
where it surrounds the capsule, thus making the capsules visible to the
naked eye in situ. (See Figures 39,41). These cepsulesin~
are clearly visible when the collar is held up to incident light.

c) Ths terminal ends of the section, that is the apical and basal
margins, are devoid of capsules and taper to a sharp edge (unlike P. heros).
(See Figures 42 & 51).

The e66 capsule. When viewed laterally the egg capsules appear
spherical but in section they are oval; they contain, when newly formed,
a clear, semigelatinous matrix contained by a stout "pellicle", this
complex tends to shrink, become slightly yellow anD. mre transparent on
aging (See Figure 43). In this capsule the embryo is located, usually
one embryo per capsule, though two are not infrequent and Stinson records
having frond capsules with 3 embryos.

The capsules are 800 to 1000 u. in diameter and though closely
packedtheyarearrangedwithadegreeofsymmetry,th1sbeingdescribed
by Rogers (1913) as quincunxlal. Each capsule is separated from the other
by an intercapsular lamina usually 100 to 200 u. thick but never thicker
than one layer of sand grains.

han the collar is viewed in situ or held up to the liglIt, the
capsules show clearly as :spharical translucent areas against the darker
surroundings of the collar matrix. The egg case's surface, especiall:r
the inner one, bulge conspicuously above each individual capsule so
forming a definite and symmetrical pattern. (See Figure 39 and Table
26,27,28).



2) Egg collar of p. heros. This is constructed on the same general
plan as previously described, in contrast to the collar of p. triseriata
it is, usually larger, thinner and never more than 1 mm.th~
sides of this sand collar are quite" high (20-30 mm.) and assume a
characteristic curvature, which is like the mirror image of a sigmoid
curve. It is convex around the collars' base, then flat and finally concave
and fiaring to a perpendicular apical margin (See Figures 44,45,46). As
the collar ages there is a progressive loss of rigidity in the naturally
weak walls, and the egg case tends to collapse. The base spreads and
the walls lie almost parallel to the substratum, w~le the apical margin
retains its erect and oylindrical shape. (Figure 47.)

Because of this greater flexibility of the walls there is a lesser
tendency for these collars to move or become buried in the flat as is the
case with those of p. triseriata.

The capsules are smaller in diameter than those of p. triseriata
(SeeTables24,25andFigures41,42,48)butfarmoren~ss
regularly arranged. Because the capsules are so small, the outer walls of
the collar appear smooth with no obvious capsular bulges, neither can the
position of the capsules be detected when the collar is viewed against
incident light.

In section (Figure 48) under the microscope it will be noted that the
capeular bulges are actually present and tend to occur between the
capsules rather than around the capsules. There is a slight variation in
the size of rollars (Table 24,25) but this is not as pronounced as in
p. triseriata. There are, however, as in P. triseriata two basic types
~sregardsshape,andcontours~renonseasonal.
(See Figures 49<051.)

The collars of p. heros have no thin, transperent and tapering margins;
they are well rounded throughout their edges and the egg capsules are
distributed to the very IIBrgin which forms a rounded and truncated edge,
rather than tapering to a thin lamina. (See Figure 42.)

In examining a thin strip sectioned off the vertical axis of the
collar the following becomes obvious:

a) New collars have the same thin outer rovering of clear jelly
enveloping the collar IIBtrix and the imbedded sand.

b) The capsules are spherical and vary from 700 to 800 u. in

(i~~ir~f ~~;;~s~· i~i:~r~:;:st:a~ ~~~t~~:s~~:eo;n~n~~i:l~:.m:::n
noted at Belliveau Cove area.

0) The walls owing to the smallness of the capsules appear allOOst
parallel and with slight bulging not around the capsule but opposite the
intercapsular spaces.

d) The terminal margins do not taper but round ofr around the last
peripheral row of capsules. (See Figure 42.)



e) The capsular jelly is greatly reduced and visible only in the
new collars, it is far less tenacious than its coonterpart in P. triseriataj
becauseofthisreducedamountofjellYitisbel1eVedths.tth~
cannot withstand dissection as well as P. triseriata and thus its
distribution on the flat is limited to the lower tidal reaches, where it
is not exposed to long periods of dissection during low wsters.

3). easurements and eM counts with the collars of the two speci.es.
Considerable attention has been given to the measurement of the dimensions
of collars and the estimation of their egg contents as a means of estimating
the relatlve fecundity of the two species of drills. (Table 24-28.)

~. 1946observationson~collars. (Stinson Table 9.)

Dateot v. ht. of Area of Av. No. Av. No. No. of cap- Eggs per
collection collar (cm.) collar capsules of eggs

~~~arper
collar

(cm2) percm2 per cap. (calcul-
(calculated) ated)

1 June 18 4.5 70 90 40 6300 250,000
2 J~y 9 3.7 66 100 33 6600 220,000
3 19 3.7 41 100 21 4100 86,000
4 20 3.5 53 90 21 4800 100,000
5 22 2.8 28 80 21 2200 46,000
6 22 4.8 86 90 24 7700 185,000
7 22 3.5 40 85 19 3400 65,000
8 22 4.5 51 80 33 4900 160,000
9 22 4.5 88 100 31 8800 270,000
10 22 5.0 105 85 42 8900 370,000
11 22 4.8 93 80 47 7400 350,000
12 22 4.7 77 90 33 6900 230,000

4.2 194,000



r-

~. 19490bservationson~collars.

No. Date Ht.ot Basal Apical Area at Av.No.ot No.ot Av.No.ot Av.no.ot
collar circum- circUDl- collar capsules eggs cap.per eggs par

(cm.) ter. ter. (cm2 ) per (em2 ) per collar collar
(cm.) (em.l cap. (Calcul.) JCalCul.)

1 3A~. 4.8 29.3 12.6 87 112 40 9744 389,760
2 5.3 26.2 10.2 88 118 23 10384 238,832
3 3.5 20.3 10.6 52 116 32 6032 193,024
4 3.1 23.3 10.4 46 121 21 5546 116,466
5 303 18.9 7:,3 37 100 19 3700 70,300
6 3.1 25.6 11.7 66 121 8 7986 63,888
7 2.5 20.2 9.2 32 225 48 7200 345,600
8 3.8 20.2 8.4 51 144 33 7244 239,052
9 5.6 35.4 15.3 118 100 21 11800 247,800
10 4.8 27.5 13.7 88 144 22 12472 274,384
11 5.2 33.8 15.7 119 100 29 11900 345,100

4.1 229,473

The tigures supplied in the above tables tor the egg collar at p. heros should
be held only as an approximtion to the actual figures, as tar as th~
capsules per collar, the No-. at embryos per capsule and collar are concerned, tor
these are difticult to estimate owing '1;0 variation in the density at distribution at
capsules in any one collar and from collar to collar.

The tigures submittedtor~, on the other hand are more precise
because ot the greater size, swIer numbers and more even and sylllllletrical
distribution ot the capsules. The smaller variation in the nunbers at eggs per
capsule makes the estimate at nunber of eggs per collar more precise too.



~. 1946 bservations n~collars. (Stinson Table 8)

Date of v.Rt.of Area or Cap. par Eggs par No.of caps. No.of
oollect1on collar ollar C2 capsule par ollar eggs

Cm. cal! (calculated) per
oollar
(calcul-
ated)

1 1.6 15 36 540 540
2 1.8 13 37 480 480
3 1.7 16 44 700 700
4 1.9 18 37 670 670
5 1.8 18 32 580 580
6 1.7 14 38 530 ~O

7 1.8 24 43 1030 1030
8 1.5 15 35 530 5:30
9 1.8 14 43 600 600
10 1.7 12 40 480 480
11 2.0 18 27 490 490
12 1.7 15 3:3 500 500
13 1.5 14 40 560 560
14 1.3 9 39 350 350
15 1.4 12 45 540 540
16 1.4 12 46 550 550
17 0.9 5.3 47 250 250
18 1.7 15 42 630 630
19 1.4 11 43 470 470
20 1.3 8.6 48 410 410
21 .2 7.5 45 340 340
22 0.9 4.8 47 230 230
23 1.4 13 49 640 640
24 0.9 6.2 38 240 240
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~. 1949 observations on p. triseriata collars.

No. Date of Ht.of Basal Apical
~,a

No.cap. Eggs per No.of cap No.of
collect. collar circwnf'. circwnf'.

~:~
cap. per col- eggs

em. em. em. lar. per
(calculated) collar

(calcul)

J"ulr 24 1.5 13.7 7.5 18 55 990 990
.2 1.8 11.4 5.4 15 33 495 495

3 2.3 16.8 8.0 31 37 1147 1147

4 2.3" 18.3 8.3 31 52 1612 1612

5 2.1 18.0 8.7 23 36 1008 1008

I

6 1.9 16.1 7.2 21 44 924 924

7 2.0 14.0 6.2 20 36 720 720

8 2.1 17.9 8.8 23 45 1035 1035

9 1.6 9.2 4.1 8 39 312 312

1 1.9 15.3 7.2 20 53 1060 1060

1 L8 12.3 6.4 18 41 738 738

12 1.6 12.5 6.7 18 42 756 756

13 1.7 10.6 4.9 11 36 396 396

14 1.4 12.5 6.1 13 33 429 429

15 Aug. 3 2.2 14.1 7.2 24 39 936 936

16 1.6 10.4 4.9 9 45 404 404

17 2.0 10.3 3.8 12 35 420 420

18 1.6 10.6 4.6 11 36 396 396

19 1.0 4.2 2.2 4 18 74 74

20 1.0 5.7 3.1 4' 24 98 98

21 1.2 5.8 3.0 6 42 252 252

22 1.0 8.9 4.2 6 45 270 27

23 1.1 6.1 3.0 5 38 190 190

24 1.1 9.1 4.7 8 36 288 288

25 1.4 9.0 4.2 8 44 352 352

26 2.5 8.4 4.0 11 41 451 451

27 1.4 8.1 4.0 10 43 430 430

AVERAGE ••• 1.63 11.5 6,5 14.2 39.6 1 599 599

From the tables submitted on the egg collar of P.triseriata there appears
toO be no such variation in component measurements as~or P. heros
and it can be held as a general rule that the capsule of the former-sp;;cr;;a

oD.tains onlr one embrro, though occasionally it has been noted to contain 2
andrarelr 3 embrros.

In the 1949 recordings there seems to be noticeable diminution in the size
of the collar related to its occurrence in the season. The collars collected

n ugust 3rd are considerably small"er than those recorded previous to this
date, the advent of these smul collars was particularlr conspicuoUB to the
caeual observer on the flats; no record of this nature was made by Stinson.



Few tentative suggestions were mads to explain this phenomenon which
would seem to be related to atmospheric conditions and possibly more
specifically to flat tElllperatures. It was suggested that the adult snail
under certain indefinite circUlIlStances produced two collars per summer,
and that the second so formed was represented by this small egg case
which appears only at the end of the collar production season. This
postulation 8ssumes that under natural conditions the snail lays one egg
collar per season, there is no evidence to affirm this stipulation, but
the numbers of collars produced and the numbers of adult snail found in
this 10cal1ty strongly suggest this.

Another explanation advanced, suggested that the illlDlBture snail under
abnormal atmospheric conditions, possibly like tmse recorded at Belliveau
Cove this summer, reached maturity one season before it w;>uld no:nna.lly.
The product of this precocious development may well be this "abortive" egg
eaS8 0

Table 28. Comparison of the average readings recorded for both species
during the 1946 and 1949 seasons.

Season ~~i~Of ~~i~:ac:5~~=0;: ~:;=~~; ~;=~~;
Cm. capsule per Cm2 per collar

Av.No.of eggs
per collar

P. heros
~ 4.2 67 30 89 6000 194,000
1949 4.0 71.2 27 127 8546 229,473

p. triseriata
1946 .11.5 13.6 42 540 540
1949 1.6 14.2 39 599 599

p. heros. Table 28 indicates that there were more capsules per
-- squarecm.ofcollarin1949than1946.Thismayand

probably is the result of differences between Stinson's and the author's
technique which is unknown to the present 1'I1'1ter. (For tlle writer's methods
see "Field Technique.")

On the whole there seem to be no significant differences betwem the
collars produced in 1946 and those of 1949.

P.triseriata. Figuressuppl1edonthe collars of this species are
--- more precise and any significant 1946-1949 variation

may be considered reliable, rather then due to differenr.es in teohniq •

The 1949 season seelll8 to be characterized by a grester size
variation of' the collars produced; unlike 1946 the 1949 season showed
a large number of smaller collars being produced at the end of the suumer
so dividing this period into two. the former part from June to ugust



typified by well shaped and normal large collars, and the latter period
onsisting of Augus which was characterized by the ocourrence ot large

nUlli:>ers of smll and ill-tormed collars. Ihether this indicates the
premature production of egg collars by next year's "mature" class,
possibly due to abnormally high temperatures and prolonged breeding
season is not known.

Distinguishing features of the egg collars-of p. triseriata and
~. (This tabular summary should be used in~ith
Figs. 50. 51 tor the identification of the two types of egg collar.)

• Small collar, with thick rigid
sides keeping the egg case
erect at all t1mes.

2. Sides of collar are sloping and
straight.

3. The apical. basal and terminal
margins of the collar taper to
form a thin transparent lamina.
which is free of capsules and
contains little sand.

4. Capsules large, and clearly
visible when the collar is
helduptol1ght.collarwalls
bulge conspicuously opposite
capsules.

5. Capsules oval in vertical
section.

6. Eggs are large and never more
than 3 per capsule.

7. Collar shows tidal movllllent and
. becomes typically buried on the

flat.

8. Co lar distributed over the
whole intertidal flat.

~

1. Large collar with thin and pliable
sides. whose lack of rigidity
causes the collar to collapse on
the flat. into its characteristic
shape.

2. Sides curved always ;flaring into
the typical apical cylinder.

3. Margins of the collar rounded
Without taper: distribution ot
sand and egg capsules continuous
to the edge.

4. Capsules small and numerous, not
apparent when the collar is held
up to light, collar walls appear
smooth.

5. Capsules are spherical in vertical
section.

6. Eggs are small and are on an
aTerage 30 per capsule.

7. Collar rarely lIIOTes or becomes
buried.

8. Collars distribution restricted
to the lower reaches of the inter
tidal flat or to continuously
submerged parts within the inter
tidal zone.
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B. echanics ot: Collar Formation.

For diagr!llllllBtic representation see Figures 53. 54.

1. Importance. Though the comprehension ot: the mechanics of collar
formation e.Ild the relation of the jellies in the collai' to

the embryo m.sy appear to be of theoretical importance, it is believed·
that a clear understanding of these may eventually lead to a practicable
biologicel control of the snail. The basis and importance of this
statement will become apparent in the following discussion.

2. General Observation. Collar formation takes place in two characteristic
phases: the initial stage begins at low tide on

the surface ot: the flat; the secondary stage, that of actual collar
production. cOllllllences with the flood tide SlId can only take place when
the flat is covered b,. the tide if the collar being formed is to be nomal
in shape and structure. This latter stage is carried out under the
surface of the flat at a depth of two to four inches.

The completed collar is forced to tbe surface by the smail during the
ebb tide following that of the initiel stage. Thus collar formation is
completed in 10 - 12 hours involving one high water periOd. Collar
production is most vigorous when the moon is new or full and when low
water periods occur in the twilight hours of mornings and evenings, than
whan the moon is in its first and third quarter when low water occur at
midday and midnight.

Earlier writers have offered brief and tentative explanations of the
mechanics involved in the formation of this remarkable structure, but as
far ae the author knOllS no detailed and satisfactory explanation has been
advanced.

Some speculators snggesi; that the collar aSSUllles its
shape by being secreted and moulded inside the mantle csvity. but this
seemsimprobableinthelightofthedatasuppliedinTable29,(Fig.52}
which shows that the collar produced is usually wider than the aperture
of the snail's shell and further this explanation would not account for
the inclusion of sand in the collar matrix.

The characteristic shape assumed by the whelk's foot during the
first stage of collar fOl'llll.tion led the author at first to believe that
the shape of the finished collar was due to moulding by the folded :foot.
but this belie:f was abandoned in the light of later investigation.

Rogers (19l3) in "The Shell Book" (P.l44) says: "The eggs are laid
in a etickY mass of clear jelly which is moulded over the shell; this
explains its peculiar collar shape. There is but one layer of egg
capSUles, arranged in regular quincunx order. layer of fine sand
covers each side of the collar, making it about the thickness of an
orange peel. While this remains in the water the mucous is rubber-like
and the eggs are safely concealed under the protective film of gray sand.
Cast ashore, the sand collar.becoJll8s dry and brittle."



From observations made thie summer the writer believes that Rogers is
basically correct in this sketchy description.

3. Proposed Explanation ot Collar :Forlll8tion. Eftorts to induce collar
formation in acquaria at

Belliveau Cove were truitless and those at St. Andrews nearly so, tor
although some "abnormal" collars were produced, the actual process went un
obsel'Ted.

It is especially difficult to piece together an account ot collar
formation in nature, because it takes place below the eurtace of the eand
when the tide is in. Thus observations were necessarily restricted to the
beginning and the end ot the process when the tlats were bare or covered
by shallow water.

a. commencelOOnt ot production taking place on the surtace ot the flat
at low tide.

b. Position and movEIIlent assumed by the snail under the surfacs while
making the COllar, this generally occurring at high tide.

c. emergence of collar by agency of the snail at the following low
water.

d. formation ot collar in a clockwise direction, the snail'S shell
has a clockwise whorl rotation.

From these the writer attElllpts to piece together what appears to be the
most likely method of collar formation.



~. Size relation between the tema1e P. triaeriata and the collars they
produce4 ~ 1949. ---

!reaot
oollar

C1ll2.

1 13 ;rune 1.3 1.4 0.9 18.7 2.1 32

2 24 2.1 1.7 0.9 24.6 2.2 43

3 26 1.6 1.1 0.6 12.1 1.8 14

4 28 1.7 1.1 0.6 14.0 1.8 18

5 28 2.2 1.4 0.8 19.8 2.2 31

6 30 2.4 .1.5 0.8 18.2 2.2 29

7 30 1.5 1.0 0.6 13.5 1.6 17

8 30 1.3 0.9 0.5 13.0 1.3 13

9 30 1.6 1.1 0.6 10.0 1.6 13

10 30 1.3 0.8 0.5 12.0 1.3 14

11 30 1.6 1.0 0.6 5.3 1.6 7

12 1 ;ru;y 1.6 1.1 0.6 12.3 1.5 17

13 1 1.4 1.0 0.5 8.1 1.2 7

14 1 1.5 1.1 0.6 12.7 1.6 15

15 1 1.5 1.0 0.5 14.6 1.3 16

16 1 2.0 1.3 0.6 14.8 1.8 22

17 1 1,3 0.9 0.5 12.5 1.2 12

18 2 1.3 0.9 0.5 10.6 1.3 10

19 16 1.3 0.9 0.5 7.4 1.3 8

20 16 1.7 1.1 0.'7 14.2 1.8 17

21 16 1.9 1.3 0.7 15.2 1.9 23

22 16 2.0 1.3 0.7 9.1 1.6 11
23 16 1.9 1.3 0.7 10.5 1.3 12

24 16 1.7 1.0 0.6 13.1 1.7 16

25 16 1.7 1.1 0.6 18.5 1.9 22

26 17 2.1 1.4 0.8 12.1 2.0 18

27 17 1.4 1.0 0.5 10.4 1.5 10

28 1 1.8 1.1 0.6 13.5 1.9 17

29 18 1.9 1.2 0.7 21.0 2.0 29

18 1.4 1.0 0.5 8.5 1.4 8

31 18 1.6 1.1 0.6 10.3 1.7 13

32 18 1.1 0.7 0.4 7.1 1.5 7

33 18 1.4 0.9 0.5 7.4 1.3 7

34 18 1.6 1.1 0.6 6.8 1.3 8

35 18 1.5 1.0 0.5 6.1 1.4 4

36 18 1.5 1.0 0.5 1l.3 0.9 9

37 18 2.0 1.4 0.8 11.7 2.1 16

38 18 1.5 1.0 0.5 9.2 2.0 11

39 18 1.5 1.0 0.5 6.3 1.2 7

A'Y8l'age 0:61



Before commencing actual description it would be well to revise the
basic structure of the collar in terms of its component "jellies" described
earlier. I

a) Tile capsular jelly associated with the embryo, and involved in
maintaining the water content of the collar and embryo so preventing
their dessication during exposure at low tide.

b) The jelly forming the matrix proper of the collar. This is
responsible for the collar shape, the retension of embryonal capsules and
serves as a medium for the iJIiledded sand. This jelly seems to be neutral
to water passage in or out of the collar.

0) The very thin layer of peripheral jelly applied by the snail on
the completion of formation over the whole surface of the collar; this is
not lasting in nature and is the first of the jellies to disintegrate.

Of these three jellies the last is secreted by the pedal gland. hether
there is a different origin for the other two could not be determined,
though it seems reasonable to asslllllB that the first originates from the
female's genital apparatus. IfsoitpossessesremarkBblegelatingqualit1es.

Hypothesis

1. Incipient stage of collar production. (See Fig. 53). T stakes
place on the surface of

the flat when the ebb tide is nearing dead low water. In this phlise the
sna11 lies on its side as if in a stupor with its foot folded along its
mid ventral line. From the foot anteriorly a nass of clear viscid jelly
emerges and is distributed in long festoons by the water IIlOvElllsnt. In
this there appear a few dispsrsed eggs. This jelly is possibly t e
precursor of the "MatriX" jelly and if so seems to be a pedal secretion.

As these festoons float over the sand they may collect a few grains
on their surface but not in any great quantity. The author has otten
attempted to "mix" sand into the jelly by placing this in the palm of his
hand and mixing sand grains into it with his fingers. This metho<i, whethar
done gently or otherwise, has always met with failure for the sancl would
not mix. On every attempt the jelly tore. A certain measure of success
was met with by dragging strands of jelly oyer the sand, though the best
results were obtained by pressing the sand into the jelly.

With the commencement of the flood tide the snail seems to come out
of its state of stupor and burrow under the surface and in so doing leaves
IIlOst of its gelatinous festoon on the surface. Having completed thi~

there seems to be a pause before actual collar lOOulding begins. With
this stage the snail becomes inaccessible owing to the incoming tide.
Exposing or disturbing the whelk at any step of the formation, excepting
the incipient stage, w11l cause it immediately to retract into its shell
andcssseallactivity.

2. Stase of actual collar formation. The burrowed snail (3 to 4
inches deep depending on its

size and species) assumes a horizontal position lying on its side with



the shell spire directed towards the surfacej in this position it roves
In a clockwise direction of varying radius forcing its way through the
sand. If it is not loacted too deep its progress can be observed from
the surface by a slight bump in the sand.

Snails performing the above IOOvements have been noticed and on
exposing them no collar could be observed but their foot was greatly
expanded and in most cases it covered the whole outer surface of the
shelljitisbelievedthattheexpandedlateraledgesofthefoottend
to meet along the fifth whorl and thus guide the apicel and basal margins
of the extruded gelatinous ress. This arrangement would allow the inner
and outer surfaces of the oollartobe moulded against the shell and the
environment, respectively, and the limits of this mould basically and
apically ,·.ould be formed by the expanded foot.

AS the snail roves in a clockwise direction it extrudes partly from
the genital opening and partly from the pedal glands a jelly which is
guided anteriorly by the foot to meet the genital secretion being extruded
trom the mantle cavity.

This mss of pedal and genital jelly containing the fertilized eggs
is passed out over the pallial edll:e and guided by the toot along the outer
surface of the fitth and sixth whorl. s the jellies are extruded against
the shell the snail is progressing in its clockwise pass so that the
advancing shell forces sand against the jelly and at the same time forces
this mass against the surrounding sand: the jelly remains static and the
moving shell acts as the moulding surface. This can only take place if the
environment is denser than the jellies. There appears to be a correlation
between collar formtion and the occurrence of the high water periodj the
meaningotthis relation is difficult to assess but it may bepos3ibly due
to the follodng tectors.

Egg collar t mation at Belliveau Cove coincides on the flats with the
distribution of the sexually mature snails of the two species, and thus does
not usually take place inshore. But in other localities the author has
noted collar production in comparatively shallow areas but of long water
coverage, one such condition being reported by Stinson between Pier 2
and 3 at Belliveau Cove in 1946.

Thus it may be said that collar formation necessitates either the
presence of water coverage or the pressure created by this coverage. The
latter seems untenible as though the pressure on the substratum would
increase with the height of water above it. so would tht. buoyancy of the
sand thus rendering the substratum less packedj and this would not explain
the occurrence of collars in shallow water.

From this it would appear that the important tactor is the presence
of water which loosens the substratum, irrespective ot water volume. The
loosened sand provides an ideal medium for the extamal moulding surtll.ce
ot the collar and by its reduced density allows the snail to move freely
without damaging the delicate jellies. This condition would necessitate
that the snail should bury deeper than the area of surtace turbulence, and
this appears to be met by the whelk which is located 4-6" below the flat
surface. This seems to be further substantiated by the decrease in nightly
collar production which follows periods of rough water which wculd tem to
set up excessive turbulence between substratum and water.



The necessary torce to imbed sand into the collar is supplied by the
nressure exerted by the advencing shell on the extruded jellies, which aesume the
shape ot the shell and are lett behind as a tlattened ribbon composed ot a
lIingle layer ot egg capsules aurrounded by iniJedded sand grains.

From the above stipulations the following corollaries can be suggested:-

1. Collar production does not take place at low tide because the substratum
is too dense and though the snail can progress through the "dry" sand the
collar would probably be tragmented owing to the greater degree ot environmental
resistance.

2. snail that is insuf!1ciently buried would be located in the area ot
surtace turbulence and the collar produced would be insut!1c1ently "sanded".

At this stage some consideration should be given to certain character
istic relations: (See Fig. 54 •• Diagram VI, VIL)

a. the shell is always whorled clockwise
b. the direction ot movement of the temale during collar torllll.tion is in a

clockwise circle
c. the collar is formed during the above movement and thus is llIl.de in a

clockwise direction too.

From these tacts it will be noted that presuming the collar is tormed all
previously described it can only be so done by the snail that follows
stipulations (a) and (b) tor if the snail retains the position observed while
buried,to move in an enti-clockwise direction, it would have to be ot an
anti-clockwise whorling and hence would produce an enti-clockwise collar.
This is best understood by conllulting Figure 54, Diagram VI and VII, the
tormer shows by means ot arrows the direction of the snail, the collar as
it is produced and lett behind and the shell ot a whalk with clockwiee rotation,
the latter shows what would have to be it the same condition held true and the
snail was ot an anti-clockwise whorling.

Figure 53 shows the incipieIIt stage taking place on the flats surtace,
while Figure 54, Diagram I to III demonstrate the actual tormation ot the
collar as would be observad it the whelk was exposed and studied in situ; the
arrows indicate the direction of clockwise movement, and the diagrams portray
various st eps in the tore.tion, showng the progressive movement ot the fEllla1e,
the collar passing posteriorly along the shall and guided by the expended
toot which is extended to cover the shell (Diagram III).

Diagram IV and V dElllonstrate how by apposition a@/linst the shell the
collar assumes its typical smpe.

3. Tha Terminal and Emergent Phase of Formation. (Figure 54, Diagram VIII and
IX) having finished the

basic structure ot the collar, the whelk completes the circle it has described
aDd again circles the collar in a clockwise direction.

This third phase in collar production takes place at the low water period
tollowing the incipient phase and thus has otten bean noticed on the tlat.

The completed collar and the snail are still two to tour inches below the



fiat surface. The whelk commences recircling the collar, but as it does this,
it passes around the width of the egg case thus performing a spiral
around the collar; its foot is well expanded and acte as a "finishing" tool
smothening the exterior of the collar, adding ani pressing in mre sand
where this is needed and simultaneously secreting a thin layer of Jelly from
the "pedal" glands. This very thin gelatinous deposit causes the newly
formed egg case to appear glossy and makes the collar quite viscid to the
touch. This external layer serves as a containing envelope to the sand
grains imbedded in the gelatinous matrix and is soon lost owing to natural
erosion. It probably serves to hold the sand while the matrix Jelly "sets".
When it wears off the collar looses its gloss and is gritty rather than
smooth to the touch. ForJllSlin preserv-ed. spellimens usually loose this surface
film rather quickly.

While the whelk is progressing around the collar proper, and its width in
a spiralling fashion, it serves a double purpose, it secretes the afore
mentioned layer of jelly and simultaneously tilts and lifts the collar every timB
it passes beneath it. Its activity loosens the sand around the egg case, and
slowly forces the collar on to the surface of the fiat, so exposing it to tidal
action and distribution.

This terminal phase is represented in Figure 54, Diagram VIII and IX.
The former shows the spiral clockwise movement of the snail while secreting
pedal jelly and the latter gives a diagrammetic representation of the modus
of emergence.

With the emergence of the collar, the whelk usually burrcws and travels
in a straight line away from the newly formed egg case.

4. Discussion of Collar Formtion. In the author's view the proposed >

, explanation of collar formation is mre
apt for P. heros than for P. triseriata. In the former the size and contours
of the c~nformsclo~izeandshapeOfthe shell of the parent
female. In the latter the collar width is usually greater than the shell
height of the parent. (See Table 29). In spite of this difference, available
evidence indicates that the methods of formation are basically alike. The
fact that the margins of the collars in P. triseriata are free of eggs and
lackthe"finished"appearancesuggests~maynotplaysuchan
important role in moulding the margins, as in p. heros.

5. Imperfect EM Cases Found in Nature. Imperfect collars of~ were
never observed in nature. This may

be because of their mre seaward distribution permitting longer periods of
tidal coverage or they may be able to work more rapidly. Their deeper
burrowing ~bits may be SiV1l1f1cant in this ,onnection.

For P. triser1ata Stinson records: "An occas10nal oollar was found
inwhich~notsecretedsuff1cientsand:theclearjellyof
the capsules was visible and the egg within." It is evident that this worker
did not realize the full significance of his observation and thus treated it
lightly. In the light of If!.ter investigation the above statement appears to
be completely erroneous. The snail does not "secrete" sand into the collar
and a close stUdy of these imperfect collars (See Figs. 55, 56, 57) gives
us a clue to what may have caused their deformity.



Imperfeot speoimens were colleoted this summer by the author at
Belliveau Cove, they were found near the weir at low water, partially
oovered by the substratum and usually still associated With the maternal
snaiL

Tha following observatioDS were made:

a. All the collars of this nature found were newly formed and often
still in close association with the maternal snail.

b. If complete, they had ths charaoteristic shape of the normal
collar.

c. Some were completely "sanded" but the distribution of sand grains
was sparce and allowed clear vision through the collar, when held up to the
light. Others were well supplied with sand but this was limited in it s
distribution, usually around the outer apical margin of the collar.

d. others wers incomplete and some mere fragments, with thick
looalized deposits of sand often forming ridges. In some oases, instead
of the usuel single layer of capsules thers appeared to be two layers deep.

e. In all cases the thin layer of peripheral jelly was laoking, thus
imparting a gritty feeling to the collar and making it possible to remove
some of the less deeper imbedded sand grains. These observations are in
oomplete accord among themselves and with the preceeding hypothetical
description of collar formation if we make the following assumptions:

1. That the matarnal snail was insufficiently buried and thus in the
area of surface turbulence, where water movement rendered the sub
stratum too unstable for complete imbedment before the collar
jellies set.

2. That the female was "caught short" by the falling tide (as
stated earlier submergence in water seems necessary for oollar
formation) and the increased density of the sand with drying
foroed the snail to surface and accompenied,by the setting of
thejellies,resultedinpoorimbeiment.

Of the two assumptions the first seems more logical and applicable.

6. Imperfect p. heros Collars Obtained in Acquaria at St. ndrews.

B'1fty p. heros adults were placed by the author in concrete tanks a10
thaBiOlOgi~ionatst.ndrewspriorleavingforBell1veaUCove,
and these were obeerved in his absence by tlr. L. Thurber.

The object of this experiment was to determine:

1. the mode of fonnatioD of collars
2. whether collars could be formed in the shallow (depth 3 feet)tanks
3. whether they could be formed in the absence of a loose substratum
4. what shape the collars would assume if formed.



The results obtained are very interesting, tor although they did not supply
answers to allot the above questions they did raise new aspects ot a rather
startl1ng nature.

Although fifty snaUs were placed in these thanks only three collars
were tormed. No snails were observed in the act ot collar t01'lllltion. Two
ot the collars are very similar, appearing as thin ribbons, one capsule thick
aDd appronmatelyl.! inches long and ot a semicircular shape. (See Figs. 58
to 64.) The jelly is transparent aDd the capsules am their contlllts are
clearly visible. Tha embryos in the capsules appear normal in size, and
numbers. These two oollere are reterred to as A and B in the tollowing
table showing counts ot capsular contents.

The othar collar produced in the St. Andrews tanks, oollar C, is a
thick shapelese mss of unequal thickness, two capsules thick in places.
These oollars are oompared in other respects in Table 32.

The EIIlbryo counts per capsule in collars A and B are roughly the same
and likewise their average capsular diameters (Table :511) oompare favorably.
They con.trast sharply with "C" whose elli:>ryo counts and capsular diameters
are tar greater. The snails that produced these collars were ot approxim
ately equal size, in the same environment and the same species, mmely
~.

Dr. J. C. Medcof in the swmner 1947 collected at Pinette P.E.I. a
snail of this species found extruding a clear mass of jelly aDd eggs very
similar in structure to the masses described above; the author has examined
the capsular oontents of this collar referred to as "D" aDd has recorded
his observations in Tables 30 and 31. The capsule diameter in "D" is about
the same as in "C" but the embryo count are much' higher. The embryos in all
oollars were uniform in size indicating that "nurse" cells are not present.

No explanation is advanced tor these etriking ditterences in collar
characteristios. They have been recorded in the hope that further in
vestigation will make them intell1gible. s a further record photographe
otthecollarsandtheircapsulesarepresentedinFigures58,59,60,61.
62,63,64.



~. Jlab1'1onal Oountll per capsule troll' i.pertect p. heroll collars.
(Collars A, B, C were produoed at the Atlantic Biolos1oal station
while collar D was collected at Pinette, P.J:.IJx

Collar A Collar B CollarC Collar D
718.158,59 lI'1S.60,61,62 J'1S.63,64.

38 8 28 71
33 10 32 80
II 8 28 112
6 3 23 89
8 9 37 4t8
2 11 29 89

30 9 21 98
6 10 4tO 63

12 6 311 M
8 7 31 69
7 12 20 811
9 13 32 75

10 11 28 99
6 l5 27 95

4tO 6 U M
II 4 29 95
8 2 34 89
6 9 27 99
7 l5 28 90
6 12 25 1211

ATerase

The oollDte reoorded in thill tlIble unlike pUyioua uti_te. are
TWT aoourate owina to the deTeloPlllllnt ot a limple teohnique. ~r

thi. Tide Appendix undlr hladins 'Wethod.'.



~. Measurements of the manmUlll diameter of oapsules taken at
randomintheimperfeot~oollars.

CollarC NorllB10011ar
preserved in
formalin

6.8 u 8.4 u 12.2 u 15.2 u 8.7 u
5.3 7.6 11.4 15.2 10.4
7.6 7.6 12.9 12.9 8.7
6.1 4.6 13.3 12.2 9.8
4.6 6.8 14.4 11.4 9.8
6.8 6.1 11.4 11.4 10.9
7.6 6.8 8.1 12.2 9.2
6.8 6.8 13.3 12.9 8.3
6.1 7.6 13.3 12.2 7.5
7.6 6.8 15.2 11.4 9.9
5.3 6.8 12.9 11.4 10.4
6.1 7.6 14.4 10.6 9.6
6.8 6.1 10.6 12.9 8.3
5.3 6.8 14.4 14.4 9.9
6.1 5.3 11.4 12.9 8.8
6.8 6.8 ).2.9 13.3 8.6
6.1 6.1 11.4 13.3 10.4
4.6 7.6 11.4 15.2 9.6
6.1 3.8 12.9 7.6 9.6
7.6 7.6 13.3 13.3 8.3

Average 12.6

Ths oontrast found in the msasursments supplied in this table with the
sizesg1venfordesoriptioDBofdeve10pmsntalstageslajustifiab1e
when it is oonsidered that these speoimens were preserved in formalin
and probably shrank as a result. This table illustrates the variation
in oapsular size rather than the exaot oapil1ar diameter.

l1'rom the foregoinp; desoriptions, tables and aocompanying plates it is evident
that eggs oen be laid in shallow water and in absenoe of a loose substratUlll.
It should be noted that though these tanks are irrigated with running water
the now is slow and tends to be superfioial. The tanks are three feet deep.
Thus the extruded collar jelly of snails on the bottom is unlikely to be
disturbed by ourrents. 1though eggs were produoed the oollar shape and
other oollar oharaoteristios were atypical. It is possible that the moulding,
or better retention, of extruded jellies in these speoimens was performed b7
agen07 of the foot. Exposure of these oollars to the air showed that their
resistanoe to dessioation is low in oomparison with that of the normal egg
oase, possib17 beoause of their laok of sand.
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7. Collar Jelliss and Their Possible Si6I!ificance. Certain observations have
been made while working

with the embryos of the two species end their collars that may be pertinent
in seeking effective control measures. The suggestions advanced are
poorly supported experimentally, but their importance is such 8S to warrant
their recording.

Stinson noted in 1946 that ,the collars of p. triseriata (though not
exclusiveinthisspecies)oftencontractedan~thathastened

their crumbling and euggested this as a possible parasite of the egg case.
Regarding this alga he states: "Without doubt the most important destructive
agent of the snail is the brown algae (Ectocarpus) which attacks the sgg
case, By invading the collar and destroyingths eggs it greatly reduces t he
number of young that hatch." (SesFig.65,l

In 1947 J. Wheatley sent specimens of these algae to Professor Bell of
the Department of Biology at Delhousie University for identification.

The author has examined numerous collars infected with these elgae and
describes the petholog,y thus:

a. External. The exterior of the collar when examined IIl1croscopioally
Showslit~ctbythealgawhichhasgrownintothegelatinousmatrix
forcing its filaments bet\,een the imbedded sand grains; there is little
localizsd damage of the collar surfaoe at the point of algal entry. The
collar thus infected appears covered by a short pile and in other cases it
has long green filaments attached to its surface.

b. Internal. Whsn the infscted collar is sectioned and examinsd
little mechanical damage can be noted to the capsule but the smbryo
contained is completely destroyed appearing literally "blown up".

The filaments, resembling hn>hal infiltrations penetrate the
capsular jelly, which loses its clear transparency. It assumes a yellow
colour and becomes merely translucent. The contained embryo disintegrates
and its cellular components are scattered throughout the capsule.

Ths filament does not necessarily terminate in the capsular jelly but
may penetrate the opposite wall of the collar.

It is possible that, contrary to Dr. Bell's statement, these algae
are parasitic feeding on the capsular jelly, but it is felt that this
damage is incidental and of a mechanical nature which w11l become apparent
when the discussion on collar jellies is considered. Dr. Medcof (personal
communication) suggests the presence of an internal mould growing in the
collar in conjunotion with the superficial algae.

As prev1'usly described there are 3 types of jelly involved in collars.
They appear to differ both in their origin and in their physiological
function. Two interesting observations have been made in the course of the



swmner with respect to these.

1. hen young embryos of P. triseriata are removed from the collar
they usually come out surrounde~oussphere of jelly (See Fig. 66),
which has been termed the capsular jelly, this proved quite difficult to
separate from the €IIlbryo and in most cases when this operation was effected
in fresh sea water, young embryos on liberating immediately disintegrated.

This might be attributed to faulty teChnique, but it has been noted
with such frequency that it seems feasible to assume that young €IIlbryos
are not istonic with sea water and undergo di-plasmolysis.

As the embryo develops this incompatibility seems to be reduced.
Simultaneously a change in the capsular jelly can be noted (See Larval
Development). Unlike p. triseriata ~never soowed this phanomEllon,
but these differences are outstanding. In P. heros the capsules are
considerably smaller, their embryo counts are higher and the capsular
jelly smll in volume,in some cases almost indetectable. By virtue of these
differences the collar of P. heros cannot withstand dessication by exposure
as can that of p. triseriata and specimens of the former that were placed
inshore where they do not usually occur, and where they were exposed for
longer periods at low water, became completely dessicated and crumpled by wave
action, within a few tides of their exposure to this treatment, thus killing
the embryos.

In p. heros clear pathological symptoms are not associated with algal
infectioii:'""""Tiiedestruction seems to be purely mechanical. The alga weakens
the thin collar walls rendering it easily broken by wave action and so
l1berat1.ngits capsular contents before mturity.

2. The second observation which supplies a possible indication of diff
erence in the physiological functions of these jellies was noted accidentally
when the author having found the imperfect collar portrayed in Figs. 55 to 57
preserved it in some 80% Glycerine-A1cohol because the tormlin supply was
exhausted. The following day it was noted that the matrix jelly was as clear
and transparent as when collected, but the capsular jelly containing the
embryo.s.had changed from a clear and transparent medium to a cream colored
opaque sphere.

This test was repeated with other collars, imperfect and normal, with
similar results. Control experiments with fresh water and solutions of
formalin were tried but with no effeot on the capsular jelly. The oapsular
jelly was apparently dehydrated by the hydrophillic solution which did not
affeottheothercollarjellies.

1. The matrix jelly, containing the imbedded sand, is "neutral". By
this is meant that it oan loose or gs.in water without sutfering irrevocable
change.

2. The capsular jelly seems to be of dual importance. Primarily it
controls the embryos'water contents. It prevents dessication of the embryo
andcollardu:.:.ngtheirlowwaterexposure,thisabllitybeingproportional
to the amount of jelly present in the capsule, and it further constitutes
a barrier to excessive osmosis.
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This ability appears clearest in P. triseriata collars during the
early development of the embryo. Iti~17 as the _ryo IIltures
and presllMbly no longer needs this oSllDtic protection.

l"rom the above obsenations it would seem that the capsular jel17 18
the prime tactor in maiDtaining the water content. 01' the collar, aDd that
any damage or physicel change in its structure would attect its water
retens1n capacities. Visual changes can be discarned in the opticel density
01' this jelly 111 th the progressin development 01' the sllbryo, thus it 11
probable that with the progressive loss 01' its retensive properties,
conditioned by embryonal growth, the collar beco.es more liable to dessication
during its intartidal exposure, and that this advancing detticiency cullll1nates
in the crumbling 01' the collar and larTal release.

The actual crumbling 01' the egg case is conditioned by the disintegration
01' its well., i.e. the matrix jelly, which wUl retain its gelatinous cOlllplex
Il8 long as the capsular jellies can supply it 1I1th water during it. periods
01' e:xpoeurllo But With the progressive loss 01' water retens10n by the capsular
jelly. ~he necessary d8lll8llds tor water by the matrix jelly, during exposure,
cannot be met so that eventually this eutters trom progressive dessication
during low tide periods eventually, haTing lost its gelatinous
resiliance is easily broken by wave action so releasing its lanal contents.
Thus crumbling is not an accidental phenomenon but appears to be rela ted
through the medium 01' collar jellies to the degree 01' embryonal development
and thus instigated when the lanal torm is mature and able to withstand
the Vicissitudes 01' the external environment.

To sUlIIIIlU"ize, the apparent tunctions 01' the collar jellies are as
tollows:

1. Th. peripheral 1elly applied on the terainetion 01' collar tormtion
probably allow. the _tr1:x j.lly to "set" and thus withold the 1IIbedd.d
sand. Thla is .roded ott within a tew tides atter collar production but
attn thlll function is compl.ted. P.ripharal j.lly ..... to originate tro.
thepedalglSDd••

2. The "Illtrix" jelly give. the nece••ary .upport to the collar IJIl1
acts a. a container tor the capsules, protectillg th••e tro. the mechanical
exigencie. 01' the cutar 8nviroDment;but tak.. no part in the lIl&intenanoe
01' water supplies to the embryos; probably 01' pedal gland ••oretion.

3. The "cap.ular" jelly torme:
the nece.sary medium tor the developing ebryo,
controls the water oontent 01' the collar, thus prev&nting

premature de.sication 01' the capsul. and collar
in p. trieeriata it acts as a water barriar. Gradual
~otiteettectiven88.asabarriertak.splace
Il8 the embryo develops its own ability to _intain its water
balance

its deterioration with age, related to the 811bryoDal develop
J18nt allows tor collar cl'Wllbling to correspond to the
development 01' the tree living larva.

Capsular jelly is probably a genital secretion.

The question may be raised ae to the signiticance 01' these obsenations



in the light of a possible biologic, control. The answer is self evident,
the collars of both species and IOOre specifically that of P. triseriata
are8uscept1bletOalgalattack,thisalgaldestructionap~
conditioned by the relation of the jellies to the embryo and to the
dessication of the collars. Thus a close study of the algae and their
ecology may lead to an effective control, by their culture under con
trolled conditions and release in nature in the early eummer when the egg
collars are becoming abundant. Consequent invasion of the egg collar by
the algae will oause the death of embryos in their capsules and destruction
of the gelatinous complex will ensure premature dessication and crumbling
of the collar, thus increasing prelarval death and reducing the adult
population.
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C. Larval Life and Development.

1, The collar and its position on the flat. The egg cases of p. triseriata
aredistributed~OW

water mark. At Belliveau Cove at low spring tidss this is a distance ot
2800 feet. The region of greatest abundance is a band parallel to and app
roximately 1300 it.seaward of high-watsr-mark.

Unlike the former species. P. heros lays its collars seaward of the
1100 contour. The author has neverrecovered egg caSBS ot this species
inshore trom this, though Stinson reports their occurrence in 1946 near the
piers, a distance ot not mre than 100 to 300 teet trom the high water liue
in the brook outlet (Figure 3).

The distribution of egg collars corresponds closely with that ot adult
snails. A striking departure trom this rule was observed at station "Z".
Abnormally high numbers ot adult P. triseriata were observed feeding on the
musole beds here yet throughout t~collarswere reoovered tram
this locality. Examination of these snails showed that their sex organs
were of normal development and similar in all respects to the rest ot the
population whioh was producing large nUlllbers ot egg oases. This
phenomenon cannot be exnlained but is possibly related to so11 and water
temperatures which were consistently higher at Station Z than at the other
stations in.the cove.

The over-all distribution of adults of the two speoies has already
been related to their ability to withstand dessication aDd the premature
crumbling ot exposed collars ot ~and the ability ot p. triseriata
collars to withstand dessication hss bean treated. It appears that the
distribution of both the collars and the snails themselves is controlled
by their ability to withstand dessioation.

An average tide at Belliveau Cove exposes about 1900 feet of flat,
ths lowest recorded tide this summer reoeded 2800 feet, and the "highest"
low Neap tide only 1300 feet. (Figure 3.)

Under such conditions the collars of p. heros by virtue of their
distribution, were exposed for periods varying from 1-4 hours while those
ot~wereexposedfroml-8hours.

Because there is such a great variation in the pariod of exposure
at ditterent beach levels the incubation period. especially that of
P. heros, owing to its reduced jelly contents and greater thermal reaction,
might be expected to vary with the beach level. This relationship is
based on generalized observation and lacks an accurate analysis.

2. Larval development. Appropriate equipment for a thorough study ot pre
hatching development was lacking. However, certain

aspects thst were observed will'be discussed at length.

In p. triseriata the egg is a spherical or slightly oval, yellow
body abo~diametersuspended in the clear capsular jelly. The



method used to study these in situ W!lS thet suggested by Stinson dissecting
off the outer collar wall thus exposing the individual capsules. This
technique allows for a fair degree of visibility but clear differentiation
is poor. It might be much simpler to stUdy embryology if imperfect collars
previously described were used. The developing embryo could be observed
through the clear jelly without the impsdiment of imbedded sand and the
chances of damaging delicate structures during dessication would be greatly
reduced.

Shortly after collar formation the egg undergoes clevage which can
can be clearly seen until the four cell stage is reached. Jltterthisthe
division is irregular. A multicellular structure composed of a smll apical
plate surmounting four to six large basal cells is distinguisheble but
development beyond this was too complex to follow with the equipmant at hend.

The next stage thet could be easily identified was the appearance of the
shelled veliger larva. This when it first appears hes a height of
approximately 500 u. and as Stinson describes it "the velum moves constantly,
the cilia beat rapidly and 11: removed from the capsule it will swim about
in the water." During the 1949 season no intracapsular development stopped
at this stage because the larvae were released by the crumbling collars.
(See Larval Description). stineon in 1946, however, described further
development within the capsule, stating: "From this stage onwards the shell
develops a reddieh-brown colour. By this time a helf whorl of shell hes
developed, the dextral tWisting is quite clear. The operculum is now well
formed· so that when the foot and velum are retracted into the shell it
completely fills the shell's aperture. The velum disappears when about
three quarters whorl of shell hes developed.---ay-the time the larva is 1.1/3 to
It whorls it is ready to leave the capsule. At this etage it is 900 to .I.lJVv u.
in height and reddish brown in colour. Tha foot is quite active, so thet
when a snail that hes just emerged is placed on sand it begins to""bU'r'rOW at
~' Apparently this variety hes no free swimming phese in its 11fe cycle."

The above statements should be borne in mind when considering the
discussion on the 1949 emerged lerva because there seems to be good evidence
of year-to-year differences. s the embryo develops in P. triseriata
the capsular jelly turned slightly opaque becoming prograssively less
tenaciousj by the time the larva develops into the veliger stage the jelly
is quite fluid thus allowing the larva to swim about actively and to be
extracted quite easily.

In P. heros the egg is only 100 u. in di8Jlllltoer but its development
is essentially like thatof~. In P heroe there is little
capsular jelly; this is alJOOst liqUid in nature thus allowing the embryos
to flow out if the capsule is broken. Ae in p. triseriata the capsular
jelly changes with age, but being less in quan~amre fluid
nature to start with, this change is not so apparent as in the latter
species.

The development of the multicellular stages is very rapid and in a
matter of days the capsules when viewed with a low power magnification
appear to be literally "alive" with many small embryos in great activity.

At one Jtage the embryo is bell-shaped with two posterior bladder
like evaginations and the anterior end fringed with active cilia. This



was taken to represent the Trochophore stage. It must be ver, bri~
because it was noted only in one of the collars examined throughout the
summer.

Shortly after this the embr,os emerge as definitely free-ewimm1ng
larvae. In this respect the larvae development of the two species contrast
sharply.

3. Incubation and collar crumbl1ns. Determining the period of incubation has
been so far rather unsatisfactor,. Previous

workers had difficulty in keeping trace of free collars on the fiat, and the
present writer in tr,ing to solve this problem by wire cagee found that
caged collars collected the previously discussed algae and were destroyed.

The incubation period in aquaria was measured but this cannot be
considered typical of conditions in nature. There is no doubt in the
author's mind that water and beach tenroeratures are an important factor
affecting the rate of maturation in both species, and possibly even within
the collar proper for it is not infrequent to find embr,os of one cspsule
in their primar, clevage and those of another wi thin the Sllme coller in an
advanced multicellular state.

This variation is particularly noticeable in comparisons of the apical
and basal margins of collars. The latter are always either buried in the
flat or in contact with its damp surface and probably experience less
extreme tElllperature changes.

Stinson. in his consideration of the period of incubation, states:
"In P. triseriata the total developmental period for this snail's larva is
esti~easttwo IOOnth and possibly three. At no time during this
period1sitfreeewimm1ng."

For p. heros he records: "It is probable that the incubation period
averages Oii9iiiOiith to six ,leeks. that is only half the time required for
P. triseriata." Proceeding in his observations he notes that it produced
free ewimm1ng larvae in acquarial inCUbation, but admits his failure to
recover this stage in nature by plankton drags.

Whaatley followed up Stinson's observations and agreed with his
estimates.

In 1949 the author failed to get a satisfactor, measure of the period
but did uncover evid.ence of variations in the incubation period depending
on the collar distribution and season. During the warm sUlllDler DX>nths
this period seemed much shorter than in the cold spring months. For during

ugust ths writer got the impression from general observations that the
development of P. heros was reduced to a period not exceeding one to two
weeks at thew~rt of the summer.

Similarly throughout the season and especially in the hot IIlOnth this
effect appeared depending on ths distribution of the collars; thosecollers
occurring near the shore where exposed to longer periods of atmospheric
temperatures ,;han those occuring seawards, as maturity was based on crumbling
it may be that this is not an indication of accelerated development but
premature crumbling owing to excessive dessication.



Before considering the mechanics involved in collar crumbling and
consequent larval release, it would be lell to discuss at further length
the possible functions of the capsular jelly,

.-s previously described this jelly in the young capsule of
p, triseriata appears as a clear sphere whose outer periferal boundary or
~omposedofadenserImterial,(SeeFigure66).

"s the embryo develops this gelatinous sphere becomes more transparent
and of a yellow color, If the jelly is ruptured and aalt water comes in
direct contact with the embryos thsy explode if they are young. ith
growth there appe3rs to be a progree3ive loss of this incompatability finally
resulting in complete tolerance ot the larval stage.

Crumbling is charaoterized by apical disintegration of the oollar which
progresses basally in P triseriata while in P. heros the disintegration ot
the apical margin 18 usually accompanied by rupture of the collar's sides
where they oome in oontaot with the substratUlll, that is in the conoavity at
the base ot the vertically tlared apical cylinuer. The prelude to 01'Wlbling
is signitied by me.rginal dessioation during the low water period with the
oollar becoming a light brown-to-yellow oolour along this margin, On the
tollowing low tides portions ot the oollar beoome detaohed by orumbling
under the wave impaot, this etteot progresses b811ally until the whole egg
oase has disintegrated.

As dessioation and the ability to withstand this appear to be con
ditioned by the oapsular jelly, as previoWlly discusslll, it seems teasible
to asSUllls that the same changes that take plaoe in this jelly, whioh allow
tor progressive oOlllpatability ot the developiJlg embryo to th~ external
environment,atteot the water retensive properties ot the capsular jelly,
thus preoipitating the pheno_on ot orumbling.

With the progressive 1088 ot controlled water balanoe the oollar
beoomee exposed to two extrelll8l, deuioation during the 1011 tide exposure
and oomplete water abeorption during high tide. Thele extremee ot water
oontents in oonjunotion to the meohanioal buttetiJlg by wavee appear to
exert an erosive ett80t on the collar r8lulting in the progre8lJive
disintegration aooolllpaDied by .l.arval release.

9.9 Larval emergenoe. The 1949 larvae ot P trileriata recovered by to..
With a No. 18 mesh plankton net, had a IIaxill\llll lcgth

ot 302u and a height ot 2tlOu aDd 1-11 Ihell whorls. In all oasse they were
tree lwimming on emergenoe, exhibiting a charaoterlltio rotatory 1IIOT8IIlent.
Stinlon in 19.6 reported a miD1aUlll height ot t500u and 1 1/3 to 1* shell
whorlI tor the emergent larvae ot this Ipeoi81 whioh he oblerved to be non
planktonio on rellll8e trom ths collar.

Ths 19.9 _wgent larvae ot P. herol had a maxiJllUlll length ot 13.u,
height ot 1215u, and a maxill\llll width ot 6'111 taken aorou the sxpanded velum.
No tigurel on the dimeneiOJlI ot the larvas ot this speoies were reoorded by
stinson. This larva wee tree Iwillllll1ng in aoquarial incubation and was
recovered only onoe in dragl at st. Andrewl, NoB., though the author had
sOllIe euooesl in colleotiJlg illllll8diately above 01'UJllbling oollarl at
Belliveau COTe.

:B':rom the above it appearl thatl
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1. the 1949 season was characterized by smaller larvae than
recorded in 1946 for P. triseriata (this may inclUde pre
mature larval release when considered with 2)

2. the 1949 observations on larval recovery, by drags, indicate
that both of these speciee can have a free swimming,
planktonic stage.

5,The1949larvaeofthetwospecies.The~(SeeFigures67,68,?l)

veliger larva has a small but well-formed
velum. According to Stinson this is quite active during most of the period in
the capsule, but by the time of emergence when the larvae is 900 to 1000U
in height and has developed 1 1/3 to It whorls, the velum is reduced and
inactive. The foot is well developed meanwhile so that on release the snail
burrows thus commencing its life in the substatum immediately after the
collar crumbles.

The 1946 observation gave great hope for the control of this species
by manual collection of collars; for the lack of a planktonic stage would
seem to be a limitation to wide distl'ibution, thus allowing control to be
effective in small areas and not necessitating the uneconomical taek of
treating large areas. With the demonstration, during the 1949 summer, Of
a planktonic etage for this species, it is evident that the emergent larva
of P. triseriata can vary from year to year in producing either a planktonic
or a non-planktonic larva, thus further complicating the problem of
effective mechanical control.

In the 1949 season the writer noted that the emergent larva was sIIBller
than thAt reported by Stinson. Its shell varied from 1 to 1 1/3 whorls and
was yellow brown in colour, It had a small but vary active velum. On
emergence this larvae did not proceed to the substratum and burrowed as in
1946 but remained natatorial.

Its movement was not unidirectional but consisted of a continuous
rotary movement around the same axis. This movement in itself is of little
use in distribution but it does keep the larva in suspeneion and permits its
dispersion. It is not a truly planktonic larva and is best described by
the term coined for it by Dr. p. Bondesen - "semiplanktonic".

The discordant 1946 and 1949 observations invite speculation. There
is no doubt in the author's mind as to the reliability of these observations
and he is confident that an explanation will someday emerge. Unfortunately
no metereological observations were made by Stinson for exact comparison
with those compiled in 1949, but it is generally agreed that the
temperatures along the Acadian shore were abnormally high in 1949. Possibly
the higher temperatures hastened embrionic development and more specifically
created greater extremes during the diurnal tidal cycle thus accelerating
collar crumbling and precipitating premature larval release.

Larvae of P. triseriata were recovered in abundance in planktonic
drags this aummer. (See Table 33).

P, heros (See Figures 69,70,71) This larva is small, being
approximately 134 u in length and 125 u in height, its velum is well



eveloped, measuring 67u at its widest diameter. The foot ill small,
tapered and transparent. The ubiquitous larva of Nassa trivitata
resembles that of p. heros but differs in havinga~witha
darker granular coreaiid'ii:' longer "sac like" shell.

The shell of the P. haros larva may be colourless or a light yellow
brown. There is no ind1"Cii.ti'On of whorling except a small median notch and
sulcus passing dorsal from it and in general is horn shaped.

The velum in the emerged larva is very active and large in pro
portion to the body, thus permitting the snail great IIIOtility and a degree
of directional movement such as is found in many truly planktonio forms.

This actiTity and typically free swillWing l:Bbit was noted in the larvae
produced by acquarial incubation but neither Stinson nor the present writer
were able to reoover the larvae in plankton drags (No. 18 mesh net) at
Belliveau Cove. However, the author has collected small numbers of larvae
in bottles of water taken besides and about crumbling collars when they were
still covered by a few inches of tidal water. These larvee under mioroscopic
examination were found to be definitely free swimming and in all respects
similar to the ones obtained in acquaria.

Previous to leaving St. Andrews, N.B. in September, one last attempt
was lIBde to recover this larvae in the plankton at Pottery Cove. Hauls
were made in deep water beyond the low tide mark. One larva was found
thatcouldbecertainlyidentifiedas~.

There is little doubt that the behaviour of the larvae cultured in
acquaria is similar to that of larvae occurring in natur~. It is to be
expected that where, the oapsule is small, the embryos within numaroua,
and the capsular jelly reduced that the period of incubation would be short
and that the larva released would be immature as compared to that of
~.

This, however, does not explain the poor larval recovery in drags.
stinson and the author in performing these hauls, reasoned that the larval
distribution would be with the tide and thus best recovery would be inshore
of the al'eas of highest collar incidence. In 1949 drags were takll1 at
three heights on the flat, 900 feet, 1300 feet and 1500 feet offshore.
Hauls at these locations yielded no p. heros larvae but gave good recovery
~~~~n~rilleriata. thus showing their~ispersionduring the 1949

Itshouldbenoticedatthispointthatnoadultspecimenof~

were found inshore of 1100 feet and that members of this species under 10 mm.
in height have nevar been recovered on the flats at Belliveau Cove.
Possibly there is no dispersion inshore, and thus no recovery of larvae.
This suggests an offshore larval migration and settlement, followed,lly a
progressive inshore IIIOvement of the edult to regain its position at the low
water mrk, thus accounting for the observed peculiarities of this species
distribution. It is also possible that the zero recovery of larvae in
drags wss due to the small population of this species in the cove.



6.~.ItcanbestatedthatthelarvaeotP.hero.lrrespectiv.

otecologicalconditionsarealways~icwhilethose
ot P. trlseriata may be non-planktonic or semiplanktonic depending on
uni~actorsbutprobablyonteperaturewhichattectincubation
and crumbling.

The importance of this conclusion so far as P. heros is concerned is
neglegible, at Belliveau Cove, tor this "helk is iiOtC'OiiiiiiOn in this
locality and appears to be always planktonic. But the possession ot a
planktonic stage permitting wide distribution ot p. triseriata larvae
presentsaseriousobstacletocontrolbymanual~theegg
cases. The importance ot this will be fully stressed in the section
"Distribution and Its Eftect On The Snails' Lite History".
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v. Distribution and its Effect On The Snail's Lire History

A. Distribution of the Collar

1. Tidal Dispersion. The previous workers bave speculated on the
possibllity of collar distribution by tidal agency,

but mtrortunately they failed to find suitable methods ror marking and
identitying collars on the flat and this hampered the investigat.1on. Some
attEmpted identification by cutting notches into the collar, others by
attaching pieces or twine but in all cases their methods failed.

Wheatley and Beairsto concluded tbat collar dispersion by tidal agency
was considerable and thus of importance in the overall problEm or
distribution but did not elaboratE on this statement.

The author investigated this matter with respect to p. triseriata
in Belliveau Cove and concluded that for this locality,~ll
and neglegible when oonaidered as a factor in overall distribution or the
whelk.

The method used to mark collars was to paint them with whi te enamel
in a striped pattern so as to offer the beet recognition and at the same
time cause the leas't damage to the collar. In a preliminary experiment
samples of such rollars varying from 20 to 29 in number were placed at
various positions marked with stakes on the flat. With each sample were
included 10 unpainted collera forming a central core and an outer ring to
the painted ones. These acted as a oontrcl to show whether the paint was
affecting the collars and so jeapordizing the experimentel results. On
no occasion did the movements of the t.o types differ, thus it seem feasible
to assume that the results obtained in the min experiments with narked
collars alone are typical for collar movement in this locality.

Five different areas were selected for study of collar movements. These
were selected as representative of the mre important of the great variety
or conditions to which collars are exposed in Belliveau Cove.

Site • This area (Station 13, Fig. 4) is in the lee of the weir
"lead~ethesoilisclearbs.rdpack:edsand.Therewasahe8Yy
natural stock: of collars there suggesting it to beanatural collecting
area and thus representative of collsr movement. Twenty-nine (29)
collars were released here on June 11 and .heir IIDvements observed at
intervalsuntll ugust14. (Table32 )

Site B. This area (:;t8tion 10, Fig. 4) is exposed to the full effeots
or wi'iidaiid waves. It seemed likely that collars would show the greatest
movement here if they moved at all. L.oreover this locality was orossed
at low water by a steady flow of water from N••I. to SoE. draining from tide
pools further up too beach. The soil is clear sand and the natural
incidence of collars low. Twenty-eight (28) collars were released on
June 21 and observed until July 6. (Table 32 B)



I: ~, Thisarea(Station5,Fig.4)islessexposedthane1ther
of the first two. The soil is muddy and there is a high incidence of
collars. Twenty (20) collars were released here on ;ruly 15 and observed until
August 14. (Table 32 0)

~. Thisarea(Station9,Fig.4)issimilarin~ostrespects

to site B. Twenty (20) collars were released on ;ruly 23 and observed
until August 14. (Table 32 D) ,

Site E. This area (within Station 5, Fig. 4) was in a depressed area
and tii'ii'refure continually submerged. There was a luxuriant growth of
eel grass (Zostera marina) which might interfere with the IlOvemnt of the
collars. Twenty (20) collars were released on ;ruly 21 and observed until
August 14. (Table 32 E)

At each observation date the distance of the marked collars from their
release stake was measured and the direction of movement recorded. In
reporting these observations in Table 32 the wind direction during the two
days prior to the date of observation is indicated. In some instances collars
could not be located; these are recorded in the tables.

A review of the tabulated observations leads to the followilJg
conclusions:

1) As the experiment progressed the collars tended to become more and
more widely scattered. This movement was greatest in the exposed sandy
areas (Sites A, B &: D) but in no case did it exceed 90 feet in two weeks
with an average of 15-20 feet per 2 weeks.

The least movement was observed in the protected muddy area (Site 0)
and in the eel grass tide pool (Site E) were maximum movements from the
original position in allOOst a month was only 20 feet.

The total movement was not great enough to be considered significant
in the distribution of the species.

2) The direction of Jl¥)vement was with the recent prevailing wind
i.e. across the beach from S.W. to N.E. in most cases. The collars at
site B. behaved irregularly presumably because of the fast flowing drain
water from the N.W, to S.E.

3) Losses of collars were greatest in the exposed areas (Site A &:B)
where they were subjected to burial by the shifting bottom, and least
in the more stable and protected areas (Sites 0 &: E).



~.ObservationsonCollarMovements(p,triseriata).
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~:~: I
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S/W,N/W
N/E,N
S.W o

s.w.
N.

B
28 Coll- 22-June 26

23-June 23
S.E.E. N.N.IV.
General-S.E.



Several observations subsidiary to this experiment were conducted.
These greatly help in interpreting the experimental results.

Collar movement was noted to take place at the commencement of the
nood tide, but movement does not take place on every flood tide, for the
collar after moving one flood tends to become buried and thus stabilized
in its position during the following ebb tide.

While observing these collars the author noted tlJit after a period of
relative. stability the collars would move en masse. This was rather puzzling
until it was observed that whenever there was a shift in the direction of the
prevailing South-Westerley wind during the incipient phases of the flood
tide, the collars would move; this movement being usually in the direction of
the wind prevailing during the flood. If, however, the wind shifted when
the flood was well advanced no mass movement could be detected. From this
generalization it was possible to foretell lWvement and the direction it
would take from observing weather conditions at the commencement of the flood.

The generalization may be stated lWre particularly as folloos.

a) The greatest collar movement takes place during the initial stages
of the flood tide, if there isa change in the wind direction during this
critical period. After such movements the collars seem to stabilize and will
not clJinge their position any further during subsequent flood tides so long
as the wind continues to blow from the same quarter.

b) Little collar IOOvement takes place during the ebb tide 11' the wind
persists in the direction it held at tha beginning of the previous flood.

c) If, however, the wind shifts during the high tide period there is
likely to be collar movement during the late stages of the ebb tUe and in
the direction of the wind.

d) When it is perfectly calm there is no movement. Presumably it is
wave action rather than steady currents that bring about collar movement.
The wave action seems to be effective only when the water over the flat is
shallow, Le. at early flood and late ebb tide.

e) Collar lWvement is complicated and impeded by the tendency of
collars to become partially buried in the soil This burial process seems
to occur during the definitive stages of the ebb tide.

The burial stabilizes the position of the collar until there is a
shift in wind direction during the incipient stages of SUbsequent flood
tides.

f) Owing to the small numbers of p. heros collars to be found in the
cove and to their seaward distribution Tt"W'iiSTmpossible to repeat similar
experiments with the egg cases of this species. However, indiVidual collars
were observed and from general observation on the flats it was noted that
movement with these collars was very restricted.

This relative stability can be easily explained when one considers the
morpholOgy of this egg case. The collar remains upright but owing to its
wide and thin walls it collapses so causing the lower or basal half to spread
out and act as an anchor while the apical margins remain erect and perpen
dicular to tl.e flat' surface, similarly there is little tendency to bury,
though typical peripheral fossa are formed around the collar, (See Fig. 72).
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2. Hypothesis on the mode of collar movement (See Fig. '73)

Before attempting to explain the nature and mechanics involved in
movement and burial it will be well to re-8XIllIline the collar as it appears
on the flat. The egg case of p. triseriata stands erect on the sUbstratum,
byvirtueofitslowandthick~ersresistancetotidalforces.
Their conical shape and typical structure can be compared to the pillar of
a bridge lacking in foundation.

For convenience and simplicity in the following hypothetical examples
it is assumed that noI"Jll8J. conditions are in effect, that is wind direction
is S.W., wind speed is no:rma.l and all other factors are typical. The
effect of unusual conditions, etc. discussed in terms of the advanced
hypothesis after its presentation.

When the previously recorded observations showed that movement was
coincident with the initial phases of the flood tide, the author seEKing
an explanation spent many a long hour watching collars during their primary
stages of water coverage by the flood tide. the.ater coverage
was considerable collars were observed from an anchored boat through a
glass aquarium used in the place of a water telescope.

From these observations it was possible to advance the following
hypothesis. Figure '73, Diag. 1 shows diagrammatically the typical wave
formation at the incipient nood tide when this is only a few inches
above the substratum.

Each "crest" can be resolved into two components of movement:

a) .The horizontal component causing lateral displacement. This is
superficial in distribution, having its greatest expression within the
amplitude of the wave, its force decreases rapidly as one proceeds away
from the crest towards the substratum.

b) The vertical component, though of superficial distribution
appears to exert visible effects at greater depth than the horizontal.
The vertical component does not cause lateral displacElJlent but aids this
by instigating a vertical "bobbing" movement which tends to dislodge and
"suspend" the collar if this is buried.

These components were observed by attaching lengths of waxed wool at
intervals on a long piece of wire (3 to 5 ft.) and placing this vertically
in the water while the tide is in. The movamEilt of the various
indicates the nature of the water movements at different depths.

Conspicuous movement both vertical and horizontal were found to be
superficial. They will therefore affect collars only when the water is
shallow. For then obviously the direction of wave, and hence collar
movement, will be conditioned by the direction of the prevailing wind at
the time.

It should be noted that collar moVElllllnt is not due to a continuous
application of force exerted by the incoming water, for owing to its
streamlined shape and relative inertia it resists this. ovament results
from the continuous buffeting by a succeseion of waves so overcoming



the inertia and destroying the equilibrium of the egg case.

Figure 73 - Diagram II. Shows the collar and the components of movement
Diagram III, ·1, - shows the collar being displaced and a

diagr_tic represantationofthe decrellent of
the horizontal component with depth.

Diagram III, 2 & 3. Show the actual IIIOvement, when the collar
after having its inertia overcome by the
horizontal and vertical components is carried by
the former until gravity restores it to the
substratUlll.

Diagram IV. Shows the collar responding only to the vertical
component With a "bobbing" movement. The horizontal
effect being neglegible owing to the increased
depth.

Diagram V. Shows the uneffected and stable collar owing to the
removal of the components of IOOvement by increased
depth.

(The scales showing depth and IIIOvElllent are not in terms of any standard
linear measurement.)

Hypothesis on the process of collar burial. (SeeFis.74.)

The phenomenon of burial was noted by the previous workers and after
careful investigation in 1949 it appears to be characteristic of the final
stages of the ebb tide, under normal conditions.

However, burial w11l not occur and movement will ensue if at the end
of the ebb, when the water is shallow over the flat, the wind veers from
theprevailingS.I1.(inshore)toanoffshoredirection.

From this statement it would appear that the factor conditioning
burial is basically the same as that instigating IIIOvement, the difference
being in its degree of expression. ·There is little doubt in the author's
mind that both conditions are due to wave action and that the key to the
contrasting results lies in the wave shape and length.

Observation shows that burial takes place during the very end of the
ebb, when water coverage "as only a few inches. The process continues
even at depths of less than one inch where draining goes on in a continuous
IIIOvement without wave formation.

At Belliveau Cove, the prevailing wind is South esterly i.e. in
shore and opposite in direction to the flow of the receding waters at ebb
tide thus usually causing a "rippling" of the surface.

The ebb tide wave pattern (Fig. 74, Dieg. I) appears to differ
considerably from that of the nOad, basically it is a succession of long
wave formations of low amplitude, thus exerting on the substratum a
oontinuous force rather than the "Joulting" effect as described for the
quick train of crests charactarizing of the flood.



This wave motion as the wster depth decreases over the fiat is
gradually lost until the draining nat water appears as a smooth and
moving film.

Thus under prevailing conditions the substratum during the late
ebb,issubjectedtoacontinuousanddircctionalundertow,whichdepending
on the strength of the wind, may have short "ripples" superimposed on
the long waves, previously described. However, if the wind veers to an
offshore direction, which is unusual, then the movanent of receding water
and wind coincide in direction and the effects are additive and cause
collardisplacanent.

Under normal circumstances, the previously discussed components of
movement of the long waves, do not hit the coll&r in rapid suocession and
so overoome its inertia but create a turbulence and a pattern of eddies
a@;8inst the face of the egg case. These are especially marked on the side
facing the current.

Thus there are 3 areas involved in this process:

a} The side facing the current: here turbulence is set up and erosion
of the substratum will ensue.

b) Thecentrel area contained by the collar: thisisaspaceofdead
water, into which, sand grains suspended by the afore mentioned
turbulence,depositsobuildingupastabelizingcentrelcoreof
sand.

c) The face of the collar away from the current: this is another
area of turbulence and erosion.

The turbulence is greatest at the two faces mentioned though it is
present and can be observed all around the basel periphery.

Buriel commences with turbulence and erosion accompanied by
deposition in the centi-al space contnined by the circular wells of the
collar •

.l1th the cessation of all wave motion and the steady drain of the nat
water (under 1 inch deep, usually less). turbulence and erosion cease and
the reduced currents tend to smooth the substratum, so causing the eroded
areas to become filled in thus burying the collar.

From this it becomes apparent that the greatest degree of erosion
and thus of burial take place onthll same axis as the direction of the
receding waters. Owing to this factor the collar is not evenly entrenched,
but presents a stable axis (Fig. 74, Dieg. 9, axis TI) and a we' axis of
intrenchment at right angles to the previous one (Fig. 74. Diag. 9, axis AA) •

..t Belliveau Cove the direction of recedin tidal waters is away from
the land and towards the mouth of St. liIary Bay to the South West! thus
direction of ebb tide in this 10cal1tycoincideswiththe'iuarter oI' the
prevailing wind. Due to this, after the collar is buried its strongest
axis of intrenchment (TI) will be along the axis taken by the incoming
nood; if the wind remains South lesterly; no rovement will ensue. But



1-- if the wind changes on the next flood then the incoming waves Will hit
the entrenched collar on one of its weaker axes and probably dislodge it
causing movement. Ihen the wind relllB.ins stable, then with each succeeding
ebb, the collar tends to become more and more firmly established.

Having discussed their method of burial and movement it is probable
that the greatest displacement takes place 1.Jnn!ediately after collar
formation, and possibly later on, depending on the stability of meteoro
logical conditions. The above description is illustrated figuratively
in the following diagrams.

~. DiagramI. Shows wave shape during late ebb tide.

Diagl'llJlII. Shows early effect of reaction. Diag.11
shows the same only in a mre diag;reJllllBtiCal
lIl8llper.

Diagram III, IV, V. VI. Show the cumulative effect of this
process which results in burial by excavation.

Diagram VII & VIII. Shmv the loss of wave formation, this
being replaced by the steady now of the nat
drain during the last stage of the ebb.

Diagram IX. Shows the buried collar and its axes of
maximum (TI) and minimum strength of entrench
ment (AA).

Discussion. The hypothesis advanced is intended to apply only to the
colla~riseriataatBelliveauCoveasthesebyvirtueoftheir
shapeoffer~othecurrentandshowmovement.Thecollarsof
P. heros are comparatively stable, for due to their lack of rigidity they
collapse on the substratum and when subjected to the components of
movement during the noed they may show a slight bobbing mtion but lateral
displacement was never observed. Similarly they do not tend to become
buried like the egg case of P. triseriata though extensive erosion around
their basal margin. may occur. (Bee Figure 72.)

Thus it may be concluded tIBt water movements affect the distribution
ofcollarsof~toafargreaterdegreethanthoseofP.heros

but that the extent of this distribution at Belliveau Cove is neglegible
when considered as an agent of species dispersion.
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B. Distribution of Emerf\ent Larvae.

1. p. triseriata. This larva has been previously described and some
--- light has already been shed on the controversy which

bas arisen on the nature of the emergent stage.

Stinson (1946) by incubating collars of this species in vitro showed
that the emergent larvae possessed a rudimentary velwn and that on reloo.se
from the crwnbling collar they immediately sink to the bottom and bury them
selves by means of their active foot into the substratum.

In nature he demonstrated the absence of the larvae in plankton, and
rightlyconcludedtl:atthisspecies1ackedapl811ktonicphaseandthus is of
limited distribution.

This being established, it was suggested that control, based on menml
collection of the adult and the collar, would be effective, and economically
feasible if applied to limited areas of high clam productivity menaced by the
whelk.

The writer repeated Stinson's investigations and observed that the 1949
P. triseriata larva was free swimming; but by virtue of its reduced velum it
~pidcircularmovementwhichl'lOuldkeepitinsuspensionandso
expose it to tidal distribution. This observation was corroborated in nature
when plankton drags yielded good nuniJers of the larva. (See Table 33.)

The existence of a semiplanktonic larva in 1949 does not discredit
nar contradict Stinson's observations for it is probable that this
phenomenon was conditioned by the abnorllBlly high temperatures recorded this
summer. These by excessive dessication may have accelerated crumbling
and thus caused prellBture larval release. (This is further substantiated
by the smallness of the 1949 veliger • Apparently the larva of this
species may be non-planktonic and semi-planktonic in the same looality,
depending on metereologioal conditions.



Table 33. Numbers and species ot larvae recovered from plankton d:ro(ls
-- pertormedatBell1veauCoveduringthe194gee!lson.

The dragsweremdeat900,1300andl500teetottehorealong
thewidthotthecoveine.nEast-.. estar1ydirection.

Larval 900ft. 1300tt. 1500tt.
recovery drag drag drag

P.trisariata 0
August 10'49 P.heroe 0

Nassa trlvltata 13
!.lya arenarla 0

P.triscrlata 13 31
August 12'49 P.heros 0 0

assatrivitata 4 5
llyaarenaria 0 0

P.triseriata II
August 13'49 P.heroe 0

Nassa trivitata 5
1iyaarenarla 0

P.trlseriata
August 15'49 P.heroe

Nassa trlvitata
1:ya arenarla

P.triseriata 13
uguet1S'49 P.heroe 0

Nasea trivitata 0
1:ya areneria 1

P.trieeriata
ugust 22'49 P.heroe

Nassa trlvltata
ya arenarla

P.tr1eeriata
Auguet23'49 P.heroe

Nassa trivitata
!.Iya arenaria

P.trieeriata
uguet25'49 P.heros

Nassa triv1tata
Mya arenar1a
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This demonstration of two types of larvae for P.triseriata indicates that

controlofthespec1eeinlim1tedaree.sisimpracti~areascleened
of egg collars can be seeded by larvae from other areas so nulJ.U'ying the
effects of control.

2.~.Inllontrasttothepreviouaspecies,theemergEntlarvaeof

~ whflll incubated in vitro, has always yielded a truly planktonic veliger.
yet it has never been recovered in hauls made at Belliveau Cove.

The author succeeded, late in the season, in recovering one such larva in
deep water drags at Pottery Creek, St. Andrews, NoB. He also took some in
bottles at late ebb tide directly above a crumbling collars. t Belliveeu Cove
microscopic examination of this sample showed the presence of six veliger larvae,
similar in all respects to the in vitro specimens.

There seems to be no doubt that the larva~ is t.ru1Y
planktonic and capable of wide distribution. Localizea COlitiroJ. ot tihis species,
based on clearance principles is therefore out of the question.

LarTal Distribution - Discussion. WhEn the distri but ion of the larva aDd
the post-larval stages is considered,

two pposing patterns of dispersal present themselves to the observer.

The population of p. triseriata in terms of size distribution, progresses
from the minute snail under 4 mm. along high water line to the large adult of
10-20 IIDII. approximately 1300-1500 feet offshore. This height frequency distrib
ution (See adult population;) indicates that the emergent larva is carried in
shore and with growth migrates offshore.

To explain the observed distribution pattern one may speculate that the
greatest release and distribntion of larvae must take place during the
ficod so they ma, be WlI9'ed ilishore to the place and that collar crumbling should
C01ncJ.as with the nood. This appears feasible when it is considered that
the mature collar at the end of the ebb is dessicated and brittle from
exposure, rendering little resistance to the wave action of the incoming
tide, and so crumbling. The chances of crumbling during the ebb, however,
are poor, for wave action influences the egg case only wh€l1 the water is
shallow, and at this time, atter its period of submersion the collar walls
are elastic (owing to their prolonged submersion) and able to resist crumbling.

This larval release on the flood and the stable shorewards bottom currents
at the Cove (See Fig. 3) made possible the dem:>nstration of the sem1plank
tonic larva in nature and the data recorded in Table 33 for the drags were
performed inshore of the area of greatest collar density, i.e. inshore of
1500 feet on the late nood and early ebb tide.

With the high tide and the accompanying period of slack water before ebb
the larva probably becQIIles benthic and on reaching the substratum ceases its
sem1planktoniclifeandburrows theree.fte:r. sobecom1ngofsoore-l1ne
distribution.

The recorded distribution of P. heros at Belliveau Cove presents a
puzzlingpicture.Thi8speciesad~collarareneverfound(1949)1n
soore of 1100 feet (at Belliveau Cove) and there was no larval recovery
from inshore drags. Another mystery is the complete lack of specimens of
this species under 15 DIm. on the flats.



It is impossible to believe that the development from larva to the 15 mm. adult
is so rapid as to pass unobserved on intertidal flats.

We might postulate an offshore migration of the veliger larva (which has
shown experimentally to be capable of directionalllDv9llent) settlement am
early development in deep water and a slow inshore return of the developing
adult to near low water mark on reaching maturity.

Distribution of the Adult

This is accomplished in two ways:

a) by pedal locomotion.
b) by expanding the foot and attaching this to the water surface

film.

a &: b apply to P. triseriata while (a) only is applicable to the p. heros as
encountered in~ --

1. Pedal Locomotion. This can be easily observed at night on the
surface of the flat when the snail emerges frClll

the substratum. The mov9llent is very smooth, the welk seems to glide
effortlesly over the surface. This type of lOOvEllient takes place to a lesser
extent during the day under the substratum.

The extent and s~nificance of this factor in distT'1bution havebeel'
poorly assessed owing to the difficulty in marking the snail in experimental
samples.

Metal tags and the like as a means of identification are impractical
owing to the shape of the shell. Marking fluids have been used.

These qualities are necessary in an ideal IIBrking fluid:

1) It should be applicable to the wheat shell.
2) It should be bright in color and possibly luminiscant.
3) It should dry quickly and tenaciouslll: so as to withstand

water action and sand erosion while the snail is buried.

The importance of a bright and possibly luminescent paint cannot be
overemphasized as this work can only be done at night, when the whelk is on
the surface and visibility poor.

The only exact available information on the degree of pedal locolOOtion is
that collected, incidentally, by Stinson while working on growth rate this is
presented in Table 34.



~. JJove:nentOf'markedspecimeneof~("olne" Tf,. e

Spe imelll Dateot' Date of' Distance No. of' daye required
No. release recovery travelled totravelsee

at marker. feat. distance.

June 5 June 18 6 1:5
Aug. 22 18 78
ug.17 2 '13

Jun: 8 June 18 18 10
June 19 18 II
June 18 6 10
June 18 1 10

From the above results am general observation it appears that pedal
1 C IOOtion is considerable but non directional, thus small in terms of'
rectilinear progress and of negligible importance in distribution of' the
species. However, there is good evidence that the snail is attractlld to
areas of high clam (or other food) incidence and migrates in their direction,
so establishing regions with abnormally high populations.

2. Locomotion by tidal af\ency. This was first recorded by Dr. J.e. lied cf
in 1948 who describes it as such: "Snalls

ean be seen walking on the sand at any time during low water at night, bu
they have another and much more rapid means of locomotion. They can f'loat.
To do this they extend their foot, turn upside down and attach themselves to
the surf'ace film, Snails up to 10 mm. in height have been frequently observ
going down with the tide in this way, supported by the surface tension of the
water and travelling at approximately the same rate as the receding watere. f\

m'ght be expected this takes place only when the water is shallow and its
s:Jrface smooth, for attachment to the surf'ace film is d1ff'1culo to me ntaln
with rippling. It is probably for this reason that snail travelling on the
surface f'ilm seem less cOllmon with the rising tide which is often acoompen1ed
y rippling, STEIl on a calm evening, than with the ebb tide."

This method of locomotion imposes a limit on the size of the 11 the.
may use it, for the surface film w11l sustain only a certain size [we gbo •
thus iT. has never been recorded in specimens of P. heros though it is
characteristic with the small P.triseriata and may well be their n math
ormigratingorf'shorewithmat~

This method allows f'or IlDvement with the tide, which along this uneYen
_ a dotted with coves, would ensue an inshore and offshore migratlo~ 1"i

than coestwise dispersion, for it can only take place when the water is calm
and relatively srello... (usually under 6 inches). thus it is tmportan n the
distribution within the intertidal zone, but of small value in increasing
the ata! dhtribution..



Do Discussion of distribution and control.

From the foregoing facts it is apparent that distribution in terms of
successful dispersion and invasion of new areas is poor. The most successful
stage in distribution appears to be the larval phase but as previously shown
they hatch close to shore and the currents in this locality tend to be off or
inshore but not along the shore, thus in the case of the prevalent~
the distribution tends to remain static and increase in numbers in the foci of
infection. This is further manifested in'the costal distribution of these
species which is not ubiquitous as might be expected for an organism with a
planktonic stage but is composed of densely populated pockets separated by areas
which appear to render ideal conditions for the establishment to a Polynices
colony. Fresh water outlets appear to be a barrier to their distribution,this
being particularly conspicuous at Vleimouth on'the Sissiboo river seven miles
1"rom Belliveau Cove.

It was this limited distribution and apparent inertia of these species
that gave hope and faith in the possiblity of applying a successful program of
control besed on manual collection of the adult and the egg collars. In the
light of late investigation it appears that this, to be successful, would
have to be a treatment of the whole of the infected area, for although the
invasion of as yet uninfected areas is inefficient, the distribution within
infected flats is efficient and would null1fy the effects ofa localized
control within the populated area ••

Thus 1"or success within the area the principle of control to be followed
is that of all or nothing at all, and even though the affected localities may be
relatively small control aimed at complete clearance is economically impossible,
the effort would cost more than the value of the clam stock that would be
protected.



Owing to unforesoon limitations it has been necessary to subdivide
this report into two sections. The on" dealing with the biology ot the
whelk, Polynices and the second with the attempts to control the Canadian
species and with the related investigations on clam (!!l!.) relaying in
PolyPices infested areas.

The investigations which this report reviews were instigated with the
object of determining an effective means of controlling this predator on
clam stocks. Before the problem of control and means of treatment could be
approached it was deemed necessary to undertake a detailed study of the snail,
in terms of its morphology, habits, life history, ecological relationehips,
and distribution.

Detailed descriptions of anatom.y and external morphology of the
Belliveau Cove species has ensued with the identU'ication of the local
predatorsas~and~.

Further advance has been accomplished in understanding their mating
habits and the conception of selectivit.yend the preconjugalmrch
as performed by mating pairs has been introduced.

The feeding habit by drilling by chemical agency or by not well
understood pedal secretions have been confirmed. ttempts to dEmonstrate
the destructive capacity indicate that this is relatively neglegible for
the individual snail but of cumulative importance when the high incidence
of the predator is considered.

The egg collar has assumed a greater importance in the life history
than previously eupposed; the inter··relations of the component jellies and
the lIIlbryo appear to be of utmost significance and may give valuable help
in the field of control.

The larval incubation period appeers to vary with season and location
on the flats, this variation seems to be related to temperatures and the
period of intertidal exposure.

dvence has been made in an understanding of collar formation which
is conditioned by water coverage, loose substratum and the lIlDulding surface
of the shell.

The emergent larva of P. heros has been shown to be al_ys planktonic
in this locality, while that of P. triseriata may vary from semiplanktonio
tObenthic,thisoccurrencesee~byprevailingtllllperetures
during incubation.

Investigations on the means and efficiency of distribution me shaNn
that dispersion of the adult and collar are negligible while distribution
of the larval stage may be considerable and mainly depEndent on water
currents for P. triseriata.

ThecostaldistributionofthesetwoepeciesalongtheCanadian



Atlantic seaboard is wide but tends to be localized and not continuous
along the shore.

There is no doubt that penetmtion of either species in areas of
high clam productivity has heralded the decrease of the clam stocks
and that this can be largely attributed to the destructive oapacity of
the snail, but there is some indication that the whelk is an indicator
species of ecological conditions which are unfavourable to Un arenaria
and thus hasten its destruction.

In conclusion this report attempts to review the known facts
pertinent to PolYIlices and draw suggestions which though lacking sufficient
experimental verifycation, appear to be within the scope of the investigation,
thus it is hoped that this compilation of facts and hypothetical interpretions
may act as a base line to future investigation on these species with
effective control as an ultimate goal.



"Methods and Field Techniques·

Certain techniques were used for obtaining measurements and other estimates
to problems that presented themselves in the field. These had to be improvised
and thus are rather rudimentary in cases • .l.record of these is submitted so that
future workers may benefit from the experience of the present writer and it is felt
that a standardization of techniques would go a long way in solving the variation
in certain observations.

a) },\orpholo61cal Tec11n1aues

With the adult snail:

1. Preservation of the adult. It was found.ohet the adult snail will detarior-
ate rapidly if pickled in 4 or 10% formalin and similarly it tmds to
ferment in 70% alcohol.

2. Killing of specimens. Great difficulty was met in seEi<:ing a method of
killing the snail without causing retraction of its foot. The most
satisfactory method was by a progressive administration of Epsoms salts
over a period of 4-5 days and sometimes longer.

3. Removal of the snail from the shell. This is best effected by heating in
water practically to boiling from 5-10 minutes and than with a blunt probe
separating the collumellar muscle from its point of insertion along the
columme11a. This technique can be used as well without heating but it is
rather difficult to perform this withou damaging the underlying tissue
or breaking the visceral hump.

4. Extrusion of the proboscis, use Epsom salts technique.

5. The radula, dissection of this is comparatively easy if a dorsal incision
is msde along the proboscis; heating in KOH removes any particle of food
captured under the teeth thus allowing for clear definition. Study of
the dentition is best done under a dissecting microscope wi thout mounting
the radula in balsam et al.

ith the egg collar;

1. For microscopic examination. It is best to cut off a section. one capsule
thick, along the height of the egg case. If the collar crumbles on this
treatment better results may be obtained by heating the collar in water
or by immersion over night in hydrochloric acid.

2. Removal of capsules with embryo, only satisfactory technique was by
simple paintaking dissection.

3. To determine area of collar. A piece of plastic sheet was ruled into
square measuring i by i em. this was superimposed on the collar and ares
was taken to the nearest wmle square.



Height was measured direotly with oalipere and oiroumference by flattening
the oollar and using a pieoe of thread to gain this measurement.

4. To measure No. of oapsules per cm. Z.:
a) for P. triseriata a piece of plastic sheet was used with a

squ~cm.outoutOfit,thiswasapposedat
random to the collar and oapsules oontained were oounted by
punoturing with a needle.

b) for~thiswaemorediffioult,especiallyinthelaok

of a disseoting miorosoope, an approxiDJl.tion was gained by
outting at random in the oollar a right angle, along the sides
of the angle one om. was measured off and cut; count of capsules
biseoted by the line of out on either side were oounted and
multiplied, the JIl'oduct being taken

e.g. side (a) ••••• 8oapsules
side(b} ••••• 6capsules

total capsules per
oontained square ... 48

5. Embryonal counts.
a) in P. triseriata this is easily aooomplished by dissecting out

the~tentsorbymakingathinsectionasin(4)
and counting under the miorosoope.

b) in P. heros owing to the smallness of the oapsules and the
lar~rofembryospercapSulethisisimpossible
Visually or microscopioally (see Fig. S. 61-63) an aocurate
method was devised by making a very thin micropipette with a
long cannula followed by a bulbar reservoir, terminating in an
aspirator of soughts, preferably a long rubber tube to the
mouth. Under the miorosoope insert the cannula gently into
the oapsule and aspirate its contents, plaoe these in a beaker
and count under low pCNIer.

6. Suggestion for future studies on embryonal development in situ in the
oollar. Place snails in a tank wi th a hard substratum e.g. conorete and
allow them to form a collar (Figs. 58-60) without sand, the oollars allow
for easy vision of embryos in the oapsules through the olear jelly, they
oan be observed every day and placed under different conditions, e.g.
being kept always submerged, or in shade eto; thus allowing for an exact
study of devalopment and possible Tariation in the rate of development
depending on type of exposure, with the minimum of handling and artface
causation.

7. Merking of oollars on the flat - this is best done with white paint plaoed
vertically, to give best visibility with minimum application.

b. Feeding and incubation experiments.

Types of oages.

1. For feeding experiments cages of itt wire mesh were made, they were lZ-
deep by 8" by 8". These were sunk into the flat surface until approximately
1" was projeotingabove the flat.



2. For collar incubation experiments, similar cages were made about 2 teet
to :3 teet in diameter, these projected 4-5" above the tlat. They were
not very satistactory as they accumulated the previously mentioned
algae which soon invaded the contained egg collars and so destroyed
the samples. This method might be modified by making larger cages and
streamlining thElll with the direction ot the current.

FortechniquesasdevisedinpopulationBtudiesseePartIIotthisreport.
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